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ERVICING the greater Indianapolis area as well as four
surrounding states, Stone
Spectrum LLC —a family owned company
since 2003—has stayed focused on speed,
accuracy and customer satisfaction.
Firmly positioned for success with experienced staff and cutting-edge technology, the company has captured and
sustained its residential and commercial
markets, while supplementing its success
within burgeoning submarkets.

The Embryonic Stage
Currently led by Josh Spencer, Stone
Spectrum LLC of Arcadia, Indiana was originally begun by its owner in search of a handcarved headstone. Upon satisfying that need
the owner, now inspired by sculpture, began
making trips to countries beyond the sea in
search of hand carvings.
“He couldn’t find someone to hand carve
a monument for his deceased father, so he
traveled the world to find someone that could,”
explained Operations Director, Josh Spencer.
“He found people in other countries who
were, in fact, hand carving monuments, and
wondered why he couldn’t find someone in the
U.S. to do it.”
Not one to overlook an underserved market,
the doors of Stone Spectrum were opened in
2003. At the time the main goal was to carve
or import statuary, monuments and fountains.

Installed at a private residence in Greenwood,
Indiana, this hand-carved gray granite fountain
stands over 7 feet tall, with a 5 foot diameter
bottom bowl. Stone Spectrum was originally
created to serve clientele looking for fountains,
monuments and statuary.

Soon after, the owner figured that slab fabrication was a good thing to diversify into, and
decided to produce stone countertops.
“By the time I came onboard in 2009, we
were doing one to two kitchens per week,
and carving quite a few fountains per year,”
explained Josh. “We were highly focused on
designing headstones and, additionally, serving
the home and garden market wanting handcarved fountains and statues. I came from eighteen years of stone fabrication, and my biggest
agenda was to get out and build a company
from the ground up. So I talked with the owner
about it. His main business here in Indiana is
masonry, and it’s still our parent company. He
told me, ‘If this is what you want to do, you
just do it.’
“My understanding of production and quality
went hand in hand, and I was a good fit. When I
came into the mix we started doing more countertops, and the goal was to build on that market. We had this huge building and wondered
how could we fill it and make it productive.
Additionally, our goal was to, (how should I
say it), fit into our britches.”

A Growth Machine is Awakened
“It was difficult because we weren’t as automated as we are now, and there was a lot to
do,” continued Josh. “My belief from day one,
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This one-of-a-kind Onyx fireplace mantel and
surround were designed by artist and interior
designer Cheryl Cobb. From designer’s concept,
passed to Lawrence Deyoung of Stone Spectrum
who did the CAD drawings, to fabrication, and to
install – this was a 1 year project.
The mantle and top cross piece was carved from
one block of Pakistani Onyx. The legs are also of
matching Pakistani Onyx.
The interior frame is Black Thunder granite,
obtained from Brazil. The fireplace surround is
back lit with color changing LED lights, accessed
by a remote control. Josh Spencer noted that the
carving on the fireplace was designed to match
hand-carved custom cabinetry in the residence.

and you hear it in our industry all the time, was
to not make a client wait an excessive amount
of time for their installations. I’ve always been
able to build a schedule, as long as everything
is in order on the jobsite, and a fast turnaround
time was key for keeping our customers who
wanted it done right and tomorrow!
“When contractors are putting up a big building and need twenty kitchens per week, they
need a company that can supply that demand.
So one big reason for our growth has been that
we’ve been able to keep up with any demand
and complete deadlines on time.”

Suede finish Crystal White Quartzite island,
backsplash and trim.“Our slab work per
square feet does vary, and production can
change from 25 full kitchens commercially,
per day, to a triple laminated onyx job that
takes the shop two days to build,” explained
Josh Spencer, Production Manager for Stone
Spectrum.

Continued on page 2
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This model kitchen in Carmel, Indiana by Dale Woodall Custom Homes features Black Pearl counters
and Calacutta Esmerelda for the oversized 68˝ x 80˝ island. “Our biggest goal has always been a one
week turnaround time,” explained Josh Spencer, Stone Spectrum LLC Operations Manager.

Client Education: The Key to
New Clients and Fewer Callbacks

products made from natural stone. Exotic stone
as well as quartz (engineered stone) is on the
rise, and training those clients is a priority.
Exotic materials keep coming in and they
bring along more issues that the public doesn’t
understand. So we go through those facts to
help rectify those problems, to make it easier
on the front end, and to avoid them on the back
end. All of our installers are very knowledgeable, and upon completion of an installation
they’ll do a walk through with the homeowner
to answer any questions. Typically, after they
have finished the installation, it’s easier to
work through any problems that may exist.
That has worked the best for us.”

Currently Stone Spectrum has a fifty-fifty
mix of residential work versus commercial
work. Residential, according to Josh, includes
home builders (both upscale and mid-market),
cabinet shops and walk-in homeowners; hotels
and apartments are classified as commercial
work. Satisfying those diverse demographics
with emerging materials and new colors can be
quite challenging, to say the least.
“You’re always going to have callbacks.
Sometimes it is just a service call and we have to
go back and explain things to them. We always
produce the best quality, but you are always
going to have callbacks. It is part of the nature
Stone Spectrum LLC imports container loads
of the materials and the end users.
“We always try and educate our clients to of material each month, including blocks of
avoid potential problems. It’s my job as a pro- Bedford Limestone. They warehouse over
fessional and leader of a company that sells 2,000 slabs, stocking everything from traver-

3cm Calacatta marble from Italy embellishes the modern guest bath of this private residence built
by Dale Woodall Custom Homes. Josh Spencer says their “CNCs don’t do all the work. A lot is
being done by our in-line polishing machines. We have a lot of big equipment, so doing bigger
projects is in our future.”
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Hand-carved from Absolute Black granite to honor one of the oldest surviving members of the USS
Indianapolis, a life-sized statue of World War ll veteran Jimmy O’ Donnell was installed on a special
bas relief pedestal in City Market, Indianapolis, Indiana. The statue was sponsored and proposed by
Forrest Lucas of Lucas Oil and Mayor Greg Ballard of Indianapolis.

tine and limestone, to granite, marble, quartzite
and engineered stone. Josh says their maximum
output is eight to ten thousand square-feet of
slab production per month, “Production can
vary drastically,” said Josh, adding, “We are
able to change to any market to make what
the market wants. We are able to do high-end
work one day, and turn the lights on the next
day and run twenty-five commercial kitchens of
the same quality. We’ve got the inventory, the
people and the machines to do that.”
According to Josh, even through the recession
business had always been steady, and it was
never a cutthroat market. Regarding what they
did to get the company through the last five
years, Josh said: “It was finding better ways to
do the same thing, and additionally, offering
new and unique materials.
“Our market in Indiana is totally different
from ten years ago. People now want more
exotic materials. So traveling from the mountains of Brazil to the peaks in Norway, the

owner selects materials from the top quarries.
He has longstanding relationships that are very
unique to specific places. With us, it’s not just
about bringing in Ubatuba—it’s about bringing
in materials that no one has seen before. You
can never beat the beauty of natural stone. That
said, the quartz market has jumped, and recently
we have been bringing in more quartz slabs.
We’ve been very competitive in that market,
and we have our own line that competes well
with other brands. This line is of quartz material
is manufactured on Breton assembly lines. It
is a high-end exotic line and made to look like
natural stone. What we call ‘nature’ some clients
call ‘imperfections,’ so not all customers are for
natural stone. We ask them, ‘Do you want an
exotic look and don’t want maintenance issues?
If so, you probably want quartz.’ So we educate
those that may have wanted cultured marble
or Corian and pushed that market by bringing
in quantity and kept our pricing aggressive by
buying direct.”
Continued on page 5
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The Raptor Aqua Base Rail Saw
Makes All Other Rail Saws Obsolete!
Unlike conventional rail saws, the Raptor glides on a film of
water, all but eliminating the chance of scratching the stone.
It slices through 3 cm stone like a hot knife through butter at
a speed that approaches a bridge saw – no more step cutting
required!
The Raptor cuts twice as fast as current rail saws, at a
fraction of the cost. It can also make small tapered cuts, a
feature which hasn’t been possible with other rail saws.
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The Raptor uses a high quality 6-inch turbo blade (we
recommend the Talon ™ Turbo for this application) instead
of an expensive specialty blade at 7 times the cost! Unlike
bulky, heavy, first generations saws, this saw only requires
110 Volt power so you can use it in any shop. No need to run
220 Volt lines! Any straight edge will work with the Raptor–
no need for an expensive, truck-ship only rail system.
The best news is that this saw will save you thousands
compared to the best selling rail saw and it will out-perform
it in every way - We Guarantee It!

Saw Base Features:
• As fast as a bridge saw
• Precision cut
• Fast set-up
• Portable
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Item # Description
14159

Raptor Portable Saw/ 5˝ Milwaukee Angle Grinder Kit

www.braxton-bragg.com

• 6˝ Talon™ Turbo Dry Granite Blade • Raptor Saw Aqua-Base
• Milwaukee Angle Grinder
with Lock-On Paddle Switch

OUR Price
$1,295.00

• Yellow Jacket GFCI

Includes

FREE Shipping!
Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Raptor Portable Saw
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HIS month we feature a company that been successful with a wide offering
of stone products. Stone Spectrum LLC has grown to be a major player in the
Indianapolis area, and are proof that quality work and high standards can outlast any recession. We also present two innovative products: the new Cinclips
Undermount Sink Support System and the Talon Miter Cut, which that will
help your overall productivity in producing mitered tops and aprons. Many of our readers have
asked about the quality of stone imported from India. We return to our Stones of the World
series, and deliver a report aided by Mahdav Marble and Granite, a very reputable company
which has served the world stone market for two decades. Our industry consultants have some
very pointed advice and wisdom to impart this month, and note the release of the MIA’s new
Stone Industry Health and Safety Handbook. Send your letters and comments to publisher@
slipperyrockgazette.net. If your shop is doing something interesting – we want to know!
Have a good read – Larry Hood, Editor.
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Thassos White Marble
Buy factory direct. We ship all over the U.S.

Buy from the #1 U.S. source for White Thassos since 1988! We produce
the whitest Thassos available in slabs, 2cm, 3cm and tiles 12 x 12, 18
x 18 and 24 x 24, with over 150,000 sq. feet in our Houston warehouse.
Call for more information

T. 713-521-1414
1-877-815-1414 (toll-free)
F. 713-521-2206

2502 Dunlavy • Houston, Texas 77006
www.eurostonemarble.com
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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People, Machines, Tooling: Three Keys
to Successful High Production
On the commercial side Stone Spectrum services all of Indiana as well as Michigan, Illinois,
Ohio and Kentucky. On the residential side,
the company’s service spans a 150 mile radius
from its center in Arcadia, with a strong presence in Indianapolis. To accomplish this, the
company employs a staff totaling twenty-two,
consisting of two dedicated sales people as well
as in-house designers and architects who also
sell. A small group of clerical staff keep things
in order, while the fabrication side staffs two
fabricators, two saw operators and two CNC
operators.
“We are very lucky on our fabrication side,”
said Josh. “We have some very, very good people that will work 10-12 hours per day. They
are here early and will stay late for as long as
we have the work. I don’t separate commercial
and residential. We all work together as a team
on all projects, and I wouldn’t trade them for
anything. All of our guys are cross-trained to
work on everything except our CNCs. Nobody
can do work by hand like a CNC that has a good
operator and that, in part, is why we’ve been so
successful.
“Our two CNC operators have nine years of
experience and our saw men and installers are
very qualified as well. Other companies will
have forty employees, but I would rather have
twenty people rather than the forty and know
that they are going to be here every day, on
time, and put out quality work.
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“They are excited to see our company grow,
and they are just as excited to come in every day
as I am and put out more work than last week,
at the same quality.
“We are also fortunate on our templating side.
All templating is done digitally, and those guys
are completely experienced and help to streamline production. Templaters will always help
our five to six installers when needed, but their
main job is templating. Working with the same
guys everyday and keeping people long term
has also helped bring us great success. They’ve
helped build this company.”
Stone Spectrum’s “all under one roof” facility
is 110,000 square-feet, and sits atop 15 acres.
Equipped with a showroom featuring vignettes
and samples to whet the appetite of walkins, it also features a comfortable conference
room where clients can finalize selection. The
company’s slab yard and warehouse combined
encompass a total of 40,000 square-feet, while
the highly mechanized 30,000 square-foot shop
houses two bridge saws, two inline polishers,
three CNC machines and two backsplash edge
machines. The company uses Jib and rail cranes
to facilitate the safe and efficient movement of
materials throughout the shop.
“We bought our first Northwood Machine
CNC earlier this year. Hands down they are
one of the best machine makers on the market.
They are amazing. Northwood is constantly
updating, and they are always there for us. We
had worked with them for awhile and had to
wait until production volume was high enough
to add another CNC.” You can have the biggest building, the best people and the latest
machines—but without fast, reliable tooling —
products won’t go out the door promptly.
“We’ve worked side-by-side with a lot of
different tooling manufacturers, and spent a lot
of time testing tools to make our quality better
in a more efficient time factor. We’ve been a
Braxton-Bragg customer for four years, and
when Mike King called me I told him, ‘We
do the majority of our business with BraxtonBragg, and you guys have cut our costs down by
Suede Crystal White Quartzite countertops and
custom island fronted by large-format white tiles.
The abstract mosaic pattern is repeated on other
surfaces in this Dale Woodall Custom Home.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Aurora Quartzite from Brazil adorns this traditional wood cabinet master bath built by Dale
Woodall Custom Homes. “When the market
slowed in 2008 we saw a lot of precut material
come to town. That was the way the market was
heading. Then, finally I put my foot down and
said, ‘We need to produce it here.’ So our goal
at that time was to create a company that could
compete with imports, yet produce it here in a
timely fashion and not wait three months.”—
Josh Spencer, Operations Manager

a huge margin with free shipping and matching
prices on things that we normally buy.’
“Mike then suggested using more of BraxtonBragg’s stuff, and stated a guaranteed tool life
for one of his finger bits. Now, ‘guaranteed life’
is something I had heard in the past from a lot
of manufacturers and suppliers. Everybody says
that, no matter who you talk to. A finger bit is
the one thing that you’re going to wear out more
than anything else, so the first thing you’re
going to look for is who has the best.
“Our machines tell us how many linear-feet
come out of every tool, and we try and get that
tool to outlast the next one. At the time we were
running a Braxton-Bragg competitor’s bit and
were getting 300-500 linear-feet out of it. We
thought that was huge, but Mike was willing
to give me the challenge, and I said ‘Mike, I’ll
make you a deal — you send me one, and I’ll tell
you how good it is! My guys are good machine
operators—they don’t tear up tools, they don’t
snap tools. I will run it and tell you how good
it is.’
“So Mike was kind enough to get BraxtonBragg to comp us a finger bit, and after running
it extensively we took if off and it still had life
on it after cutting 1,068 feet. The cost of that bit

“Try it, you’ll like it”– Stone Spectrum’s test
of a Braxton-Bragg Scorpion CNC Fingerbit
shows that it’s ready for more, after cutting
1,068 linear feet of granite tops.

was just a little less than the bit we had previously been using, and we realized it had given
us over double the linear-feet of work from
any finger bit. So I found out, maybe through
beginners luck.
“Meanwhile, my guys just said, ‘Keep buying
these bits—this is crazy.’ CNC guys don’t want
to stop a machine and change tools—who does?
Plus, they saw the savings in it; so I bought the
next one, and we put it on. Now It’s been on a
month and it’s only halfway worn. I’ve got 700
plus feet on it as of today, and I’m looking to
get 1,200 feet out of it! Everything I’ve been
told by Braxton-Bragg usually works.
Continued on page 7
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SURFACES | StonExpo/Marmomacc Americas to
Share Exhibition Date with IBS and KBIS in 2015

ANLEY Wood Exhibitions has
announced that SURFACES|
StonExpo/Marmomacc
Americas will
share the
exhibition date with the International
Builders’ Show (IBS) and the Kitchen &
Bath Industry Show (KBIS) in 2015 to
join Design | Construction Week in Las
Vegas.
SURFACES
|
StonExpo/Marmomacc
Americas will be located at the Mandalay
Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada
on January 21 – January 23, 2015, while the
International Builders’ Show and the Kitchen
& Bath Industry Show will be located at the
Las Vegas Convention Center on January 20 to
January 22, 2015. Each show will remain separate and distinct, however the co-date arrangement will allow attendees from all four events
the opportunity to conveniently attend all.
“The co-dating with IBS and KBIS in 2015
is a major advancement for SURFACES |
StonExpo/Marmomacc Americas. This strategic agreement adds value for both the buyers and exhibitors at both venues,” explained
Dana Teague, Group Director, SURFACES
| StonExpo/Marmomacc Americas. “We are
very excited about this new partnership and look

forward to seeing our attendees and exhibitors
reap the benefits that will ensue.”
The official sponsoring organizations of
SURFACES | StonExpo/Marmomacc Americas,
World Floor Covering Association (WFCA),
Marble Institute of America (MIA), and Natural
Stone Council (NSC) are equally as optimistic
about the co-dating of the four shows.

.95
$ 1184

“For the first time ever, industry professionals from all sides of the consumer housing
spectrum will be able to meet, interface and
collaborate in one place. The creation of Design
| Construction Week in Las Vegas in 2015,
along with its all-access pass, will give attendees of all four shows an advantage that cannot
be replicated anywhere in the world,” said

5
$764.9 $359.95

Cammie Weitzel, General Manager of World
Floor Covering Association.
“The opportunity to bring four great industries/events together in one city for a mega-construction week is collaboration at its best,” said
Jim Hieb, Executive Vice President & CEO of
Marble Institute of America.

$534.95

95
$ 575.

9.95

$ 139

4.95

$ 177

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Groves Racks and A-Frames
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Continued from page 5

“Here’s another thing. We are also performing tests on Braxton-Bragg core bits.
This core bit has 230 plus holes on it so far, and
it’s not even half-way worn. Usually other core
bits get between 200-300 holes—so we’ll see
how this one lasts.
“I do expect we’ll see the same great wear
factor as the finger bit, and I’m not saying the
wear factor has to be double or even triple.
Even if the wear factor is the same as the others, combined with better shipping and service,
Braxton-Bragg shouldn’t have a problem at all
in the market. Some of the other tool companies
tell me how good their tooling is—I hear it all
the time, and I just tell them ‘If you’re that
confident, send me one.’ Usually they won’t.
“We are people of our word here, and we
wouldn’t be where we are today without good
machines, good people, and good tooling. If
Braxton-Bragg saves us a dollar—that lets us
put that dollar into more material, and now
clients don’t have to buy Ubatuba — they can
afford Delicatus. We make more money, and
they save money and get something they didn’t
think they could get. As far as other new highspeed tooling for CNCs — I haven’t tried anything from Braxton-Bragg, yet, but that is the
next step. With their ninety-day guarantee, how
could I not try it!

Local Relationships: The Key Opening
The Door to Extended Sales
Josh will tell you he doesn’t sell material by
the slab, and only charges for the square footage
that’s used. So if a client wants a corner cut out
of a slab, he only charges them for that corner
and at the same square footage price as a whole
kitchen. “We open our arms to the other fabricators in town, and sell those smaller pieces.
That’s unheard of, because most of our competitors won’t. They consider them competition.
I don’t look at them as a competitor; I look at
them as someone I’m working alongside of.
“The fabricator down the road that doesn’t
have the machines or materials to do the job
may not need to buy a whole slab for just two
vanities. We’ll sell them cut-to-size or fully fabricated, and they’ll leave with fabricated pieces,
and all they do is install it. So we’ve tried to
progress and get bigger while still helping the
smaller guys and not forgetting where we came
from. We feel that as long as it makes sense
for both of us, this is what we’ll do. As a result
we still get the sale down the road. I have ten
of these small companies that come in and say
‘It’s so much cheaper to do it this way,’ and
they’ve found themselves doing more volume
with less risk. If it breaks, I’ve got to re-cut
it — not them.”

A Commitment to Safety –
The Final Key to Long Term Success
According to Josh, Stone Spectrum has never
had any major injuries or workman’s compensation claims. It’s about the good training
of good people, he’ll tell you. “We’ve had
stuff get under safety glasses and sometimes
someone cuts their hands or fingers on a sharp

end of granite, but we’ve been very lucky. It
all goes back to new employees getting trained
from the bottom up. We take a lot of time in the
beginning to train our people because, like any
industry, much of the time, it’s the rookies that
have accidents. So the first day a trainee starts
here, his first job is safety, making sure the tools
and work area are cleaned up, till I’m ready for
him to train for the next steps.”

of the website is to build a broad base of stone
selections for their customers’ ease and convenience. The websites allow customers to view
a wide variety of selections of countertops,
sinks, fountains, planters, benches, fireplace
surrounds, pedestals and even more.
As with any good consumer-oriented website,
Stone Spectrum’s websites are updated on a
regular basis to keep track of the changes that
occur within the their warehouse.

Above: This hand-carved Golden Brown granite fountain is installed at the Barrington
Assisted Living Residences in Carmel, Indiana.
It is nearly 12 feet tall with a 6 foot diameter
bottom bowl.
Left: The Stone Spectrum LLC Crew, standing
left to right: Gloria Rivera, Wilman Argueta,
Christopher Moore, David Jaco, Lawrence
DeYoung, Darrell Montgomery, Jaime Casco,
Gil Goodall. Sitting left to right are Catarino
Delgado, Beth Lowe, Juan Tepas, Shawn
Montgomery, Geoff Cain, Josh Spencer.

Looking Toward a Productive Future
“I think the biggest thing in our future is more
investment in new production lines. As we
expand commercially, being able to cut bigger
stone and blocks of limestone is in our future.
We have designers and architects walk in all
the time, and not just from Indiana. We are
starting to do more and more work out of state.
Some of the general contractors that we’ve
previously done work for come in and want us
to do one of their out of state projects, much of
the time because we had turned their projects in
forty-eight hours. Lately, we’ve even had out of
state contractors call us for quick turnaround.
Even if it costs a little more, these guys are on
deadlines. So we keep reaching out into other
states. Today, I have guys in Cincinnati, Ohio, a
three hour drive, doing restaurant work.
“So we are going to invest in bigger and more
automated equipment to run more efficiently,
so we don’t see that work being produced
overseas. And if I can keep some production
here and not have to order it and wait on, that‘s
another goal. It’s a time sensitive and demand
thing, and we want to be the company that can
meet those demands.
“It’s been easier to buy pre-cuts from Asia
and we want to be able to compete with that
directly with new cutting systems. So that’s the
future—to bring things here to this country that
are not here, or have slowly faded away. We
want to be able to say, ‘Yes, that can be done
here!’ ”

Aerial photo by American Views of Cincinnati, OH

Located in Arcadia, Indiana Stone Spectrum’s “All Under One Roof” facility is 110,000 square-feet,
and sits atop 15 acres. Highly mechanized, the 30,000 square-foot shop houses two bridge saws, two
inline polishers, three CNC machines and two backsplash edge machines.

The newly redesigned www.stonespectrum.
com website offers visitors the ability to see
great selections of products.
A companion website, www.tonespectrummonuments.com offers a selection of stone
monuments, vases, urns and plaques. The future

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Stone Spectrum’s warehouse encompass a total of 40,000 square-feet, and at any time houses well
over 1,000 slabs, as well as tiles and cubic material. “The owner travels the world visiting quarries
and hand selecting our materials,” said Josh Spencer.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Akemi Transformer and Transformer Exotic are a
new development in fast-penetrating color intensifying products. They penetrate and Transform dull,
lackluster and faded stone in only 30-90 seconds
after application!

Transformer Features:
• The fastest color intensifier and
revitalizing product on the market
• Especially suited to adjust and enhance the
edge color of resin treated stones
• For natural stones and quartz-based
surfaces
• Provides stain protection
• For polished, honed, flamed or brushed
stone surfaces
• Higher spreading rate than other color
intensifiers: 300–530 square feet on
polished surfaces
• Strong and durable color deepening effect
is weather-resistant

Transformer Exotic Features:
• Highly concentrated formula
• For highly resinated stones

	 Item #
4661
4662

Description

Our Price

Transformer, 1,000 mL
Transformer Exotic,1 Liter

$65.95
$90.95

Call 800-575-4401 to order
Available at

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Akemi Transformer

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Rules for Hanging Out

Ben Cole
Stone Industry Consultant

EING a stone fabricator
entails being educated on
what seems like endless
amounts of information,
from understanding the
differences of multiple types of stone, to
fabrication processes, along with other
business aspects such as company health
care and accounting.
One often overlooked area where I see wide
spread confusion and misinformation among
builders, designers, customers, and even fabricators is with the amount of overhang that
should be used, and when extra supports become
necessary to support a large overhang.
As a fabricator, you should be knowledgeable about what the standard overhangs are,
when supports are required, how much length a
granite top can span prior to needing additional
support, and how much stone is required to cantilever and overhang.
The best source for this information and
virtually all of the guidelines in the stone
industry can be found in the Dimension Stone
Design Manual, a book published by the Marble
Institute of America, the leading authority on
information and guidelines in the stone industry.
One of the most common questions a fabricator will hear when it comes to overhangs
involves how much overhang is possible on an
island top before supports are necessary.
The MIA guidelines specify that any overhang
exceeding six inches for ¾ inch (2cm) material
and any overhang surpassing ten inches for 1-¼
inch (3cm) material should be supported.
I know most fabricators I have talked with
would argue that twelve inches, the most commonly used standard overhang for seating areas,
is safe and is the maximum amount of overhang
that can be used prior to supports being necessary. Realistically, only a structural engineer
presented with such facts as the stone’s flexural
strength, compressive strength, etc., could give
an accurate answer on exactly what overhang
would be acceptable for a specific stone.
However, I think most seasoned fabricators
with a good understanding of the different
stones they are working with can deviate slightly from the guidelines set forth by the MIA. For
instance, 3cm Black Absolute and 3cm Sapphire
Blue are both extremely dense and strong stones
that can easily overhang a cabinet twelve inches
without additional support.
On the other hand, some exotics like 1-¼ inch
(3cm) White Fantasy and 1-¼ inch Nettuno
Bordeaux tend to be less dense and have more
weak areas and fissures in the stone. For these
stones, especially those materials with lots of
movement and veining, I would suggest adhering strictly to the MIA’s standards.
Erring on the side of safety and reinforcing
even a ten-inch overhang with steel rods or
using one of the new I-brace systems is always
a good idea for fragile materials.

Photo courtesy Keith’s Accurate Custom Surface

Three I-Braces were used to support this 30˝ × 96˝ island install. Erring on the side of safety and
reinforcing even a ten inch overhang is always a good idea for fragile materials.

Now, when it comes to the necessary cantilever and spans which granite can cross prior to
needing extra support, I would suggest closely
following the MIA’s guidelines.
For 2cm granite, a maximum span of two feet
is recommended prior to supports being used to
reinforce the middle of the granite overhang.
A maximum span of three feet is spec’d for
3cm granite. Again, with weaker materials (less
dense stones with lots of movement) I would
suggest being conservative and reinforcing the
stone with steel rods to strengthen the granite
and protect against a disaster scenario where the
material potentially breaks and someone is hurt.
For cantilevers the MIA’s recommendation
is very clear, two thirds of the stone should be
on cabinets with one third of the stone able to
overhang the cabinets. Or in other words, a top
that is thirty-six inches wide should have twenty-four inches of the stone located on cabinet
with twelve inches of stone able to overhang
the cabinet. I strictly adhere to this myself and
would recommend that you do so as well to
avoid any future legal problems.
The area of overhang where I have found
there to be the most debate and differences of
opinion is the standard overhang off of the face
of the cabinet.
For overlay doors (doors typically measure
¾ inches wide with an 1/8 inch space between
the door and the cabinet face), the MIA recommends that the front edge of the stone top fall
in line or exceed the cabinet door / drawer hardware. With most hardware measuring 1 inch,
this typically puts the overhang at between
1-7/8 inches and 2 inches for overlay doors.
Now, I find that many fabricators and designers will argue that this is too much overhang
and typically stick to a 1-1/2 inch overhang in

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

this scenario. In truth, this is purely a matter of
preference and the designer and homeowner
should be consulted to what they would like
to see.

In most cases, if a fabricator has a standard
overhang the homeowner will typically go with
their suggestion as they often look to the expert
to help make these types of decisions. When it
comes to doors that are flush with the cabinet,
the MIA again specifies extending the overhang
to or past the hardware.
My typical rule of thumb would be to keep
the overhang between 7/8 inch to 1-1/4 inch in
this scenario. If the overhang is on a furniture
top or a vanity top where you are going for a
furniture-piece look, then typically a very minimal overhang is used, ranging from 3/8 inch
to 5/8 inch.
It is a fabricators duty to be educated and to
educate their staff on the overhang guidelines
and all guidelines set for the stone trade. The
MIA is the ultimate source to go to for guidelines and also provides the fabricator with a leg
to stand on if any issues or accidents ever occur.
Also, being knowledgeable and citing industry sources when dealing with builders, designers, and architects makes you look like the true
professional and craftsman that you are.
Ben Cole grew up in the stone industry working in his family’s shop and currently manages
a family-owned fabrication shop in southern
New Jersey.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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M vs A

Sharon Koehler
Stone Industry Consultant

Marketing Versus Advertising – What’s the difference?
RUTHFULLY, can you answer
that question? On the surface
it sounds easy but once you
start thinking about it, the
lines become rather blurred.
I have the answer in my head, but when I tried
to write it down it came out as MARKETING is
the action or business of blah, blah, blah, and
ADVERTISING is the activity or profession
of calling public blah, blah, blah. I know as a
reader that once I hit the blah, blah, blah, I start
skipping over stuff and not paying attention!
I needed different words to give Slippery
Rock readers this information. So, I took a very
informal survey of some of my friends and
relatives.
One person started telling me about business
strategy and branding with tag lines and logos. I
tuned him out after about 15 seconds. No good.
Another person said they were the same things.
That’s not true either.
Someone else said that advertising was for
the masses and marketing was for the upper
echelon. I knew I was just spinning my wheels
with this approach, after hearing that response.
And then it happened – pay dirt! I was standing in line at the drug store and there was a
young woman in front of me, talking on her cell
phone about THIS EXACT THING!
I tapped her on the shoulder, introduced
myself and explained my problem. She introduced herself as Kayla Adcock and said she
would help and then she uttered the most succinct, genius thing I ever heard: “Marketing is
the pie and advertising is a slice of the pie.”
This young woman hit the nail on the head
better than I or any of my friends or relatives
could. I asked her how she did that and she
informed me that she was going to VCU (a
large, local, well-renowned university in this
town) and her major is Mass Communication
with an emphasis in creative advertising. I had
accidentally found an expert!
All that being said, the college kid expressed
it better than I ever could, and she got it right.
So let me repeat it: “Marketing is the pie and
advertising is a slice of the pie.”
Now, I can say that Marketing is the strategy
a business uses to promote itself to the public
to gain market share and increase its customer
base. Advertising is one way to do that. Don’t
get scared. Advertising doesn’t have to be the
multi-million dollar 30 second commercial
during the Super Bowl. Advertising can be a
billboard in a strategic place near your business
or an ad in a local circular.
You can try a radio ad on a local station
during drive time or an every-door, neighborhood-saturation direct mail piece. Or be bold
and run a commercial on a local cable show.
I once appeared on a local TV talk show to
give my viewpoint about bathroom remodeling,
but as it also promoted the company I worked
for, it was a win on all fronts. Advertising is

Marketing
– Versus –

Advertising

wrapping all your company vehicles with your
company info and putting magnetic signs on
the ones you can’t wrap. It can also be donating
your product or services for a charity auction.
We donate 40 installed square feet of Ubatuba
or Wheatfields to a church auction every year.
Advertising does not have to cost a fortune.
I have a friend that owns a painting company.
Once or twice a week he goes through a toll
booth and pays for the car behind him. He pays
the toll agent a dollar or two tip (shhhh) to hand
his business card to the driver of the car he just
paid for. He got 3 jobs like that last year.
I know a local interior designer that puts a
sign in the yard when she is doing a project in a
home (get the homeowner’s consent, first). The
whole neighborhood knows she is there. These
are all low-cost, high-return strategies.
Another inexpensive way to get your word
out is business cards. All of our marketing
and sales employees have the nice, expensive,
embossed, double-sided business cards that we
give out to our customers. My advice is to get
some of the cheaper ones also –I saw 500 cards
offered for $10.00, in a recent TV ad.
There are plenty of public forums for business cards. Look for bulletin boards in businesses, gas stations and local restaurants – they
all reach a lot of people (not to mention toll
takers, as well). Pass your cards out during local
festivals, local football games and parades.
Give them to your friends and family to pass
out when someone they know (or don’t know
for that matter) mentions they are looking for
the service that you provide. Give them to your
installers to leave at jobsites and give some to
customers so they can hand them out when their
friends go nuts over the great job you did.
If you put countertop in any kind of display
house for Homearama, or Parade of Homes, put
a tag with your name on it and leave business
cards or other information.
Branded pens are another inexpensive way to
get your message out. You can order 1,000 nice
pens with all your info on the barrel, plus set up
for less than $400. What do you do with them?
Give them away. People are always searching
their pockets and pocketbooks for pens.
The Moose Lodge, the VFW and other organizations like that are always putting together

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

goody bags for different events. We recently
donated 100 of our branded pens to our local
Kiwanis Club, for just this reason.
If you sign for a letter or package, give your
pen back to the delivery person. If he says,
“Hey, this is your pen.” Tell him to keep it.
Sign a charge slip? Leave it with the clerk.
Use a pen at the bank? Leave it on the counter. Again, these can be passed out at parades,
festivals, football games or anywhere you sign
something.
When the customer signs a contract, let them
keep the pen. Give them to your plumber or
any other sub you have. They can pass them to
customers as well. If you leave paperwork on a
jobsite, leave a pen or two with it.
If you have a slightly bigger budget, you can
branch out into direct mail or flyers. The post
office has a great program called Every Door
Direct Mail (EDDM). Go to USPS.com and let
the postal service know that you are interested
in EDDM. They will send you a sample packet
of what you can do.
They will assign you a project manager to
answer your questions and they will even help
you find a local printer to produce your flyer.
They have a mapping tool online that will help
you pick the zip codes you want to mail to.
It will give you the number of pieces you
need for mailing and the total cost. You drop
your printed bundles off at the post office and
away they go to your potential customers. The
cost is generally between 14 and 20 cents per
piece for mailing.
Or, if you’re lucky, your area might have a
courier service that hits predetermined neighborhoods. It’s generally a little less expensive
than EDDM but the flexibility to hit specific
areas is a lot less.
One tip about direct to consumer ads is that
you generally have to send out the same ad in
the same area 3 times for it to have an effect.
There are two pretty good schedules. One is
once a week for three weeks or once a month
for 3 months. If you stretch it out more than
that, the campaign loses its punch.
You can also place ads in local circulars that
get mailed out to a specific geographic location.
In my area we have the Chesterfield Observer,
the Henrico Bulletin, the Powhatan Shopper

and the Goochland Shopper. These are delivered to counties in our area where we would
like to do business. These circulars are basically
ads with a story or two stuffed in between. But
they go out to thousands of people!
Newspaper ads used to be the big thing but
now most people get their news online. BUT,
beware of the “golf magazine.” These people
call all the time and want you to advertise with
them and they supposedly send this magazine
to all the members of a local country club.
SCAM!
A contractor I used to work for did this and
it was a nightmare getting the money back. We
had to get the Florida State Attorney General’s
office to intervene, as well as the local BBB.
The company didn’t answer any warrants or
subpoenas. Nor did they respond to the BBB
complaints. One day about 6 months later a
check arrived in the mail from an attorney. I
laugh when I get those calls now and advise
them not to call back.
If you want to spend bigger bucks, there are
billboard ads, radio commercials or TV commercials. TV commercials are really targeted
now. Your local cable provider can help you
put together and shoot a commercial, and a lot
of times you can pinpoint the channel and time
you want it to run.
Or, sponsor the weather, traffic or the Picture
of the Day on your local news. Our local NBC
affiliate here offers the Channel 12 Pros. These
are just companies around town that pay big
bucks to be plugged by our local news station.
They have companies that sponsor the weather,
the traffic and the Picture of the Day.
The key to advertising is to “track” what
works and what doesn’t. Ask your customers
how they found you. If several of them say
they heard your radio commercial, then keep it
going. If no one responds to the radio spot but
says they saw your print ad, cancel the radio ad
and beef up your print ad budget.
If customers are flocking through your door
with your direct mail piece but don’t mention
your billboard, bye-bye billboard. Tracking
your results prevents you from wasting your
advertising budget and making sure your
money does the most good. Not every approach
works for everyone.
Stick with whatever seems to do you the most
good. However, be open to trying new things as
well. But remember, advertising is just a slice,
not the whole pie. If all you are doing is “advertising,” you are selling yourself short. Can you
really afford to do that?
Sharon Koehler is a 10-year veteran of the
stone industry. Currently she is the head of marketing for Artistic Stone Design in Richmond,
Virginia and has been a regular contributor to
various trade magazines for several years. Any
thoughts or comments may be sent to sharon@
artisticstonerichmond.com.
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Helping You Deliver Quality...
Not Just Countertops
Our goal at Omni Cubed is to provide complete product lines which provide an array of options and features, and to provide you with
the information needed to help you make the best purchase decisions for your company. We are passionate about providing tools that
you can use to be more successful in your business, and providing outstanding customer service support as well.
COUNTERTOP STRENGTHENERS • SEAM SETTERS • LAMINATION CLAMPS • TRANSPORT CARTS • CARRY CLAMPS • REFINISHING TOOLS • T-31 ANCHOR MACHINES

Pro-Lift
Automatic
Heavy-Lifting Countertop
Installation Cart

• Safely lowers, transports, and
lifts very heavy and tall pieces
(up to 1,000 pounds)
• Enables the unloading of large
pieces out of trucks (and off the
A-frame) to be much safer,
faste
faster, and easier

Miter-It™

Miter Lamination Clamp

• Handles very tall countertops
(no limitation by the cart)

• Coarse and fine-tune
adjustment; exact and
tight seams

• Engineered for optimum
stability and easy
maneuverability, even with very
maneuverabilit
large and tall pieces

Controlled, powered lift feature; cart
allows controlled tipping/tilting of
large countertops onto cabinets
( Prototype model pictured )

NEW

Order Item

30048

• No flipping for gluing; save your
back and protect material
from breakage

• Holds miter piece for you,
eliminates need for a helper

• Powered by long-lasting and
durable 28 volt lithium-ion
rechargeable tool battery pack
(Milwaukee M28TM model)

A note from the Omni Cubed Team: As
increasing the safety for installation crews
(and minimizing back injuries) is becoming of
paramount importance for fabrication
companies, we expect the Pro-Lift will be a
welcome and timely addition to your team. As
usual, we always welcome feedback on our
products and would love to hear about your
experience with the Pro-Lift.

!

• Non-marking, non-skid contact
surface, in combination with the
weight, holds clamp in place

• Automatically squares the
miter; saves time

• Lightweight and compact;
easily picked up and stored
in vehicle

( Prototype model pictured )

• Fast, simple adjustments to get
the piece in place, and to get
the seam tight

NEW

• Much safer than traditional
methods of lifting and carrying

Wireless remote allows workers to
stand in safe zones on the ends of
the countertop

• Miter pieces with finished side
up; keep your eye on the seam

• Reliable hold; no suction cups
to lose vacuum

Order Item

7868

Accommodates laminated
edges of 1.5 – 6 inches

0
$ 189.0

!

Don’t ﬂip it,
Miter-ItTM
ﬁnished side up!

.00
5
$ 4,99

Max Clamp Opening: 115 mm (4.5 in.)
Weight Capacity: 1,000 lb
Max Lift Height: 45 inches

We’ve got your back;
use the Pro-Lift to save it!

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Omni Cubed products

USA PATENT
PENDING

Miter pieces with finished side up; keep your eye
on the seam
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From the Publisher’s Pen
What Our Customer’s Customers
Are Teaching Us
RAXTON-BRAGG is what marketing people call a b2b business because no more than a handful of the 4000 items that
we sell could possibly be used by a consumer. One of the
unanticipated consequences of making our website easier to
use and more informative is that we began receiving email from consumers
regarding problems with their countertops, showers and floors.
At first this was viewed as a distraction, but many of the emails and phone calls were very
interesting. Where possible, we tried to help people find solutions to their problems. In time,
it was obvious that there were clear patterns of reoccurring problems.
When we felt that we had a pretty clear understanding of the most common problems that
people wrote to us about, we decided to build a website to provide information. We created
www.ConsumerStoneCare.com, which provides helpful information regarding the daily care
of stone in the home. We also opened a store on Amazon to see what we could learn by making
our products available to the 20 million regular users of Amazon.
We found that there were four general types of problems that represent about 80% of the
issues people write to us about. I thought you might enjoy knowing what they are:
Problem #1: How do I care for my stone countertops on a daily basis? The reoccurring theme is that the homeowner was not provided with information on proper care and
maintenance when they purchased their countertop. Often they purchased the wrong types of
cleaners, which in some cases damaged the stone, damaged the sealer or made the countertop
prone to staining.
Problem #2: How do I care for my stone shower? Some bathroom cleaners contain bleach
and strong acids, which find their way into showers, often dulling the stone, sometimes causing significant damage. Cleaning mold and mildew as well as removing mineral deposits are
very significant issues with customers.

Stone Industry Health and
Safety Handbook Now
Available from the MIA
HE 2014 MIA Stone
Industry Health and
Safety Handbook presents a comprehensive
look at OSHA’s relationship with
the Stone Industry and how shops
can remain in compliance with
health and safety regulations.
Use templates from the handbook to
create a specialized safety program that
protects both your employees and your
business from health and safety risks.
The handbook will help you to better understand what documents OSHA
looks for when performing a health and
safety inspection. Review stone industry
specific documents and conduct a job
hazard analysis, which should be considered by every employee.
Other benefits include:
• OSHA Workplace Standards and Forms
(Both in Shop and Worksite)
• OSHA Equipment Standards and Forms
• OSHA Employee Health Standards
and Forms
• OSHA Employee Training Standards

and Forms
• OSHA Locations & Required Safety Posters
You may order this downloadable, 172 page
book from the MIA bookstore at www.marble-institute.com/store/ MIA Member price for
the handbook is $149.00.

Problem #3: My sink fell down. What can I do? Sinks that are glued in with polyester
adhesives, scraps of wood, or just silicon will usually fail within a couple of years. When a
customer finds that their sink has dropped two inches and is held up by the waste pipe and
the garbage disposal, you have a very upset homeowner. There is a very good reason why
mechanical fasteners are recommend for sinks, and why the makers of polyester adhesives
don’t recommend their use to secure steel to stone: the bond will not last.
Problem #4: My dishwasher walked out of the cabinet. Most building codes call for a
mechanical fastener to be used to secure a dishwasher, but often the new dishwasher is not on
site when the countertops are installed and this requirement falls through the cracks.
So, that is our top four. If you are already addressing and preventing these four potential
problems, congratulations! If not, perhaps now is a good time to start.
Have a good read.

Email responses to:

publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net

Rich Hassert

Quote of the Month
“America will never be destroyed from the
outside. If we falter and lose our freedoms,
it will be because we destroyed ourselves.”
Abraham Lincoln (1809 -1865)
16th President of the United States
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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“Telling” Isn’t Training
ECENTLY a customer we’ve
worked for in the past approached me about bartering
granite counters for his vacation home, for some time at his vacation
home.
I of course agreed and promptly took my
kids over for a bit of fishing, swimming, and
bike riding.
With miles and miles of bike trails crisscrossing the maze of roads, my little pack of
cyclists must have careened into potential danger about a hundred times or so. I found myself
telling them, “OK kids, slow down, look left
then right…OK, now let’s hurry before a car
comes!” over and over again as we approached
the innumerable trail/street intersections.
Thankfully being the week after Labor Day,
the resort was a ghost town and we encountered
few cars and no close calls, but I was exasperated to be still repeating that warning on our last
day of bike riding.
As I pedaled along perplexed by the fact that
my commands hadn’t yet translated to competency, it began to dawn on me that simply
telling my kids a time or two, or even quite a
few, was not sufficient training.
This got me to thinking about the awkward
and frustrating situation owners and managers

Aaron J. Crowley
Stone Industry Consultant
This got me to thinking about the
awkward and frustrating situation
owners and managers face when
a good employee fails to perform
a task correctly, even after being
“told” repeatedly. With today’s
shortage of dependable, sober, and
skilled labor, simply replacing an
employee isn’t really possible much
less practical, so what are we to do?

face when a good employee fails to perform a
task correctly, even after being “told” repeatedly. With today’s shortage of dependable, sober,
and skilled labor, simply replacing an employee
isn’t really possible, much less practical, so
what are we to do?
How do we achieve improved performance
for that employee and sanity for ourselves at
the same time?
First, we must be PATIENT. Out of the gate,
we must be prepared to adjust our expectations

(and the fact that they are more than likely “un”
realistic). It’s really important to remember that
people learn at different speeds, absorb information in different ways, and most importantly
genuinely seek to perform to their superior’s
expectations.
We must be patient enough to let them get
there!
Second, we must teach with PERSISTENT
REPETITION. President Ronald Reagan was
a master communicator and he understood
the necessity of repeating a message over and
over and over again. His aides would groan at
the prospect of hearing the “same speech” yet
again and begged him to freshen it up, or better
yet, change it! He refused to alter his message
and he convinced a country and its congress to
accept his agenda.

We must be equally persistent in repeating
our instructions. We must be willing yet again
to repeat, reinforce, and remind our staff of
what, how, and when the work must be done!
Third, we must measure performance with
the PROPER PERSPECTIVE. Flawless execution can’t be the standard by which we measure
performance because we will be perpetually
disappointed and the employee is set up for
permanent discouragement. Yet we must find a
way to determine how our persistence is paying
off. Instead of perfection, we need to measure
improvement, as in “fewer” mistakes, “more”
output, “higher” close ratio, or “better” quality.
Repeatedly repeating yourself in the interest
of turning your instructions into improved
production can at times feel like a six hour spinning class on a stationary bike…utter exhaustion without the satisfaction of going anywhere.
But do not give up. If you are repeating
yourself, even repeatedly, you are ripping up
the trail and training your staff. You are farther
ahead than you realize.
Don’t stop pedaling!
Aaron Crowley is a stone shop owner, author,
speaker, and consultant to mid-size stone companies. Contact him at aaron@fabricatorsfriend.com.

Why spend $100k for an inline machine when the

Edgemate 100 will give you a PERFECT PROFILE for $6k?
And you won’t have to buy special high-priced tooling!
“Great for new employees without
fabrication experience. After
just two days, she was producing
perfect, clean profiles on granite.”
– Brian Fansworth, Owner

MADE IN THE USA

• Portable inline polisher
• Create a polished profiled edge using a
cup wheel and polishing pads for any radius
roundover or bevel
• Back grind your seams
• Make your seams so invisible you won’t
need to color your epoxy
Includes:
• (1) Makita 4-1/2” Variable Speed Grinder
(#9377 Model 9564CV) Installed
• (1) 12’ Track (144”) • (1) 7.3’ Track (88”)
• (1) 4.6’ Track (56”) • (2) Track Clamps
• (1) Track Calibrator
®

!

NEW

Call 800-575-4401 to order

	 Item #
5104

Description

Our Price

Edgemate 100

$7,383.95

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Edgemate 100

Available at
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Mutual Respect
E recently completed a
tile tear out for a customer, whom we shall call
“Jane.”

Later that night working in the office, my
husband Ken casually looked over at me and
commented offhandedly, “Jane said her husband told her to let us know that if we needed
to use a bathroom he said we can go find the
McDonald’s down the street.”
“Had we done something no one told me
about?” I wondered out loud. My husband
shrugged nonchalantly.
“We run into that all the time,” he said.
I have met with Jane and her husband on
numerous occasions in our showroom. They
have met my husband and son several times
as well as my guys when they went to do the
tear out the other day. Although occasionally
wanting to smack someone for sheer stupidity,
we have a good crew.
They show up to a job site looking professional and presentable and I receive compliments pretty regularly on the fact they are polite
and respectful to both our customers and their
homes. I was honestly stunned. This rude and
disrespectful comment was just not something
I expected.
I asked him if he was sure he heard her correctly. He looked me squarely in the eye as he
replied, “Oh, yeah.”
When my husband and I decided to start our
shop we exchanged our white collars for blue.
Having worked for both large corporations and
small start-ups, we felt we could bring something different to our little corner of the world.
Our mission would consist of quality products,
competitive prices, and customer care.
At the time we were just starting out, my
brother had been a painter (and later general
contractor) for many years. Although I would
occasionally help him at home shows or meet
for lunch and hear him talking about customers
and the way he or one of his guys had been
treated or spoken to, (rudely, now that I reflect
back on our conversations), at the time I really
didn’t give it much thought. We were raised
to be nice to everyone unless they gave you a
reason otherwise. That was what I knew, and
what I lived by.
It wasn’t until after we started our business
that my husband began to notice oh-so-subtle
and sometimes disparaging comments and attitudes from customers. Because they weren’t
the “did-he-really-say-that-to-my-face” types
of comments, the first time or two it happened
he thought he might have misheard. But as the
situation started occurring more frequently he
noticed, although not blatantly obvious, there
were the smaller, more indirect words and
actions.
Things like being in the middle of a conversation with a customer and having them turn
around and walk off without even an “excuse

Jodi Wallace
Special Contributor

me.” Or casually mentioning something he had towards him over this small detail of his preseen affecting the stock market or financial sec- vious life.
tor and having a customer make a condescendTo simplify our life and keep important coning remark as if just because we do manual tracts or checks from being lost, all our mail
labor we weren’t smart enough to understand goes to a nearby Postal Annex location near
these “complicated” things. Neither of us had our house. Most mornings I stop by and pick
ever run into anything like this before and we up our mail on my way into the showroom. One
honestly were dumbfounded.
morning as I was leaving Postal Annex I noticed
One particular day
a woman mopping the
something interesting
Everyone, regardless of sidewalk all along the
occurred. Ken was on
walkway leading to
what your job is or how
a job site with a retired
and from Safeway and
husband who was makpast all the small busimuch money you make,
ing a particular pain of
nesses in our little strip
deserves to be treated with mall. I guess I hadn’t
himself watching over
Ken’s shoulder while
equal respect and dignity. given thought to the
he was trying to work.
fact someone did that
Period.
Obviously it makes it
because I had always
difficult to do your job
picked up our mail in
when someone is hovering over you the entire the late afternoon and obviously this job was
time. Ken had been over to work on the job the performed earlier in the day.
day before and the customer had not exactly
Seeing her mop made me realize I never
gone out of his way to be friendly towards him. remembered seeing the usual collection of cigaWhile trying to distract the customer just rette butts or trash you would expect from being
enough to allow him to actually get his work located in close proximity to fast food restaudone, my husband nonchalantly made a ref- rants and a grocery store. I also realized that
erence to the semiconductor company he had I never remembered walking past the Baskin
previously worked at for almost 20 years.
Robbins and feeling the ground sticky or messy
He said all of a sudden the customer’s whole with spilled ice cream. Now I knew why.
attitude changed. He perked right up and became
I stopped, said “good morning” and asked
very engaged. He asked him what he had done how she was. She looked up slightly startled and
there, what he thought about the company, the although she smiled, she didn’t say anything
industry in general, etc. His whole demeanor back. I said have a good day and continued on
towards Ken changed dramatically once he my way.
found out we had chosen to start our own busiMy one vice in life is my love of Starbucks. I
ness and walk away from the corporate world.
don’t drink coffee and if they didn’t serve Chai
The next day when Ken returned to finish the Tea they would never get my business. But alas,
remaining details and wrap things up, he said we all must have one bad habit and that is mine.
the customer was nice and friendly as could
Most mornings I pick up the mail, wander into
be. At first we chalked it up to, “Well, that was the Starbucks corner at Safeway and then head
strange.” But over time we began to notice a over to our showroom. Since we took a leap of
pattern. Many customers, although not overtly faith and opened our showroom, my schedule
obvious about it, who looked at him and saw for picking up the mail is pretty regular.
“only” the “countertop guy” were aloof, slightI would consistently see her outside every
ly rude, and continuously checking to make day mopping the sidewalk or changing the
sure he was “doing the job right,” or even bet- trash bags, sometimes scrapping gum off. And
ter, trying to tell him how to do the job.
I always made a point to say hello and tell her
When people would find out he had willingly to have a wonderful day, (it never hurts to be
walked away from the corporate world to work nice to people). After about a week she started
as a tradesman, their attitude seemed to go saying hello back and after several weeks if she
through a transformation. For the most part peo- saw me she would smile and wave.
ple were much more friendly, (there is always
Several times during our brief moments of
that customer who is just downright obnoxious, interaction I would notice people staring at me
no matter what), wanting to engage in casual funny. At first I had no clue why. Then I realconversation or discuss the recent goings-on of ized that for most people, although they see her,
the stock market or to see if he had any thoughts they don’t really “see” her. She was “just” the
on various semiconductor companies or semi- woman cleaning the sidewalk.
conductor stocks they were interested in.
Thinking of people this way is a seriously
They came by to “see how it was going,” or if rude habit we as a civilization have, and sadly
he needed something to drink. A couple times seems to be accepted. As anyone who had ever
he even conducted his own experiment when he been condescendingly treated or spoken to by a
would find a customer being rude and casually customer, a boss or an acquaintance, it’s flat out
bring up his background in semiconductors or rude. Everyone, regardless of what your job is
perhaps Boy Scouts. He was always surprised or how much money you make, deserves to be
at the way people’s attitudes would change treated with equal respect and dignity. Period.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Although my husband and I have been doing
this long enough and have encountered some
rude and thoughtless customers who seriously
need a few lessons from Ms. Manners, I was just
not prepared to have one of my customers that I
liked be this bluntly disrespectful.
I did my best to keep my temper in check
and sent a very nice email to Jane. I wrote that
my husband mentioned we were not allowed
bathroom access while at their home and I
asked her to please let me know if there was
a problem that occurred that I was unaware of
as, of course, I would want to make sure it was
addressed.
I also as nicely as possible let her know that
I had spoken to my husband and told him I
was sure he must have misunderstood their
conversation, because when someone comes to
my house, the first thing I do before they start
work is to ask if he /she / they need something
to drink, let them know where I will be in case
they need me, and make sure they know where
the bathroom is because access to a bathroom
when someone is working at our home is a common courtesy. (Attention men: DO NOT leave
the toilet seat up at a customer’s house!)
I usually get a quick reply from Jane when I
email her. It has now been two days and there
has been no mention of my email. I did notice
her response to my email yesterday regarding
her slab layout was a little curt, but I chose to
ignore it and instead hoped my subtle hint had
been taken.
By not calling it to Jane’s, or anyone else’s
attention feeling they have the right to treat us
badly, we allow this type of bad behavior to
become acceptable. It is important that we as
business owners or employees remain professional at all times and I made sure my email
was professional, yet to the point. I flat out
refuse to allow anyone to treat my company or
my employees with disrespect, (we have several
general contractors we absolutely will not do
business with for this reason).
Although I hope further discussions will not
be necessary, I did tell my husband that if they
broached the subject again I would be happy
to inform them I would refund their money, let
them know where their slab could be picked up
and recommend they find another shop to work
with. He let out a sigh and looked at me, I’m
sure wondering to himself how he ended up
married to this crazy woman.
I admit I may not be in the position to offer
to walk away from every job where people
feel they can be disrespectful to me or my
employees, but as long as I can, I definitely
have the right to try. Mutual respect is not only
a common courtesy, it our right. A few more
people need to be reminded about the Golden
Rule: “Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you.”
Jodi Wallace is co-owner of Monarch Solid
Surface Designs in San Jose, California.
Contact her at monarchssdesigns@aol.com.
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Humility and Doing
the Right Thing
HERE are many lessons in
business and leadership that
need to be learned along the
way in owning and running a

Save Your Back!

Richard Pierce Thomas

Steve Bussell demos the proper use
of Stone Pro Carry Clamps, used
with the SME Slab Belt and the
Super Roller.

Leadership and Small
Business Consultant

business.
Further, before one earns the title of a
so-called seasoned veteran, there are the inevitable hard lessons that come with learning the
ropes. Hard lessons such as cash shortfalls,
product quality issues or perhaps a shotgun hire
that ends up creating more chaos than having
gone without the personnel in the first place.
Of all of these, however, there is one hard
lesson that is more “fatal flaw” than anything
else, and that when repeated, does significant
harm to the business. It is the inability for the
leader to genuinely say, “I am sorry,” or, “I
got it wrong,” and, “what can we do to make it
right?” The inability to express these statements
at the appropriate moments creates a vacuum of
trust among the team and a lack of willingness
for them to go the extra mile for the leader or
the business.
Not surprisingly, exhibiting the opposite of
this flaw has the ability to create more unity and
rally your employees, customers and suppliers
around you. And better yet, it’s incredibly simple. It’s called humility, and when genuinely
demonstrated, communicates that it’s not about
you, but about them.
But why then, if so simple, is it so hard for
many to do? I’ll answer this question from a
very pragmatic perspective as it comes directly
from my own experience and the multitudes of
mistakes I have made in learning these valuable
lessons.
Principal Number 1 – What got you here,
isn’t going to get you there
One of the most frustrating lessons I learned
as a newly promoted program leader in a manufacturing business after having a very successful run in various engineering roles, was not
everyone thought like me.
Okay, I know it sounds stupid, but it is an
inevitable truth that every leader must eventually come to terms with. And when you do, as
was the case for me, the answers to problems
that used to work don’t work anymore. Worse,
the temptation to “tell” people what to do
because it’s quicker and easier just creates a
bow wave of problems that end up on our plate
with a comet trail of people behind us waiting
for us to solve their problems.
Clearly, the talent and guile that earned us
this leadership position must take a back seat to
doing things differently to succeed in the role.
Principal Number 2 – It’s not about doing
things right, but doing the right thing
There is a pregnant implication to this point
– that learning what the right thing is, more
than likely, means you will have to do the
wrong thing, and likely many times over. In
this regard, “double your mistake rate,” as my

Learning what the right thing is,
more than likely, means you have to
do the wrong thing, and likely
many times over.
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buddy Nathaniel has counseled often.
The sooner you can figure out what is the
right thing versus the wrong, the better, and
only through repeated mistakes and learning
from them will you get there. In doing so
however, you will have to suffer the indignity
of being wrong and being willing to admit it,
which gets us back to where we started and the
last and most important principal.
Principal Number 3 – Demonstrate gratefulness first, and humility will follow
There are many who would argue that if your
parents didn’t instill in you the virtue of humility then it is unlikely you are going to figure it
out later in life. I’m not nearly as pessimistic,
though it will take significant behavioral shifts
that can be difficult to internalize.
If you recognize this is an issue, or someone
has shown you some tough love in pointing it
out, than you are headed in the right direction.
Foster this with demonstrating gratefulness.
Not just in your words, but in your actions.
Humility is a mirror, and eventually you will
see the reflection of yourself and recognize
when and what to make amends for.
The truth is we all have work to do in improving how we exercise leadership and influence
to others. Choosing to master humility first and
foremost over other attributes will do more to
ensure your success as a leader than anything
else you can do.
Rick Thomas is a Principal and Director of
Human Capital at Pilot Wealth Management, a
registered investment advisor in Oregon state.
Leading their focus on the human component
of building wealth, he consults and speaks to
organizations across the country, focusing on
individual and organizational achievement.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Pro Carry Clamps

• Use 2 or more workers to safely lift & carry tops
• 500 lbs. capacity with replacement pads available
• The heavier the load, the stronger it clamps
• Comfortable handles offer good grip when lifting slabs
Stone Pro Carry Clamps come as a set and are great around
the shop or on the job site for lifting concrete countertops or
granite slabs.
Designed by one of the best companies in the stone industries,
that doesn’t just sell you tools – they actually fabricate and
install natural stone countertops as well. Just as with their other
products, Stone Pro Carry Clamps have been manufactured for
the guys doing the actual work!
Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

3744

$229.95

$159.95

Stone Pro Carry Clamps, 1 Pair

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com
Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
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Unlike polyester and epoxy adhesives, Everclear is a unique
formulation that will never yellow or discolor marble repairs,
seams, or laminations.

•
•
•
•
•

Can Be Used on Exterior Applications
Will Not Bleed into Stone Joints
Can be Tinted to Match Stones
Available in Knife Grade and Flowing
Will Not Discolor in Sun Light

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

10850

Akemi®

Everclear Flowing Adhesive, A+B, 900 Grams

$121.95

$89.95

10849

Akemi® Everclear Knife Grade Adhesive, A+B, 1350 G

$145.95

$107.95

Order Item

10849

Available at

Call 800-575-4401

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Akemi Everclear
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The Stone Detective

there are contractors who think
they need to seal everything. The
biggest mistake is sealing exterior stone.
In humid environments this is
especially true. The exfoliation I
saw in this project is just one in
hundreds that I have seen. Now,
some will argue that impregnators are breathable. This is true
– however, they are only breathable to water vapor, not the liquid
state.
If moisture is inside the stone
it cannot escape, in this case,
and when it tried to, it caused
pressure within the stone, resulting in exfoliation or spalling. So
the lesson here is to be careful
using impregnators in exterior
situations.

The Case of the Seal and Peel
was one of those crisp fall
mornings. You could
smell the leaves
as they fell off
the trees. The air was brisk, not
too cold but just enough
for a light jacket – a great
morning for a walk.
I grabbed my jacket and headed out the door. Walking along
the sidewalk I noticed a lot of
people out walking as well. It’s
amazing how many people come
out when the weather is changing.
As I walked and said hello to
countless neighbors, my phone
suddenly rang, disturbing my
peaceful stroll. But I was in a good
mood and told myself that nothing
was going to upset me today, so
I answered the phone in a very
upbeat, cheerful way.
The person on the other end
sounded very serious– he kind of
reminded me of that political commentator Ben Stein. He proceed to explain
that he was a general contractor building a
$40 million home, and that they had some new
limestone balusters along the back of the house
that were peeling. “Peeling?” I said. “I don’t
think I have ever seen stone peeling.”
He continued on and on about how expensive
this stone was and was wondering if I could
come and take a look. Well, my curiosity got to
me so I told him I could be there in a few hours.
I had to see this peeling stone for myself.
As I pulled up to this $40 million mansion,
parked in front of it was a Bentley, a Mercedes
and a Rolls Royce. My ol’ Woody seemed
out of place, but at least my ride didn’t cost
me a small fortune. As I was getting out, the
contractor came walking out the front door.
Now, you’re not going to believe this, but he
looked just like Ben Stein. As a matter of fact,
I thought it might be him.
He shook my hand and said, “Hi, I’m Fred
Stein.” I about fell over in amazement so I had
to ask if he was related. He didn’t even crack a
smile and said, “Yes, Ben is my brother,” and
proceeded to lead me into the house.
As I stepped inside I thought I was walking
into a museum. There were marble statues all
over the house along with what looked like
some Picasso originals hanging on the wall.
Got me wondering who owned this monster
collection. As we walked through the house
toward the backyard, Mr. Stein was talking
in that solemn, monotone voice. He was also
talking very quietly – barely above a whisper.
Now, this old man’s hearing is not as good
as it used to be so I didn’t catch all he was
mumbling. He led me to the balusters, which
wrapped around the entire back patio. There

Frederick M. Hueston, PhD
Stone Care Consultant

He led me to the balusters, which
wrapped around the entire back
patio. We went over to one and sure
enough – the limestone was peeling.
I reached down and peeled a layer
off one of the balusters. It was clear
that the layers were separating, but
the ultimate question was why? So I
put on my detective hat and started
asking all kinds of questions.
where hundreds of them (see the photo)! We
went over to one and sure enough – the limestone was peeling. The technical term for this
is exfoliation.
I reached down and peeled a layer off one of
the balusters. It was clear that the layers were
separating, but the ultimate question was why?
So I put on my detective hat and started asking
all kinds of questions.
Mr. Stein proceeded to bore me with all the
details from selecting the material all the way
through to the way it was installed. I swear I
nodded off a few times. He went on and on,
and then he told me something that woke me
up. He said they “sealed the stone with a good
quality impregnator.” Bingo, I thought. I have
seen this before and this is an argument I get in
with contractors all the time.
But before I get into that argument, let me
explain what was happening. I looked at Mr.
Stein and told him the problem is that the stone
was sealed when there was still moisture in the
stone. The impregnator is blocking the moisture
from escaping and it is causing the layers in the
limestone to separate. Unfortunately the only
solution is to replace the stone and DO NOT
seal it.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Nelson Shims

Now, for my argument. Impregnators are
wonderful products and can prevent staining
in many different situations. But with that said,

The Stone Detective is a fictional character created by Fred
Hueston, written to be entertaining and educational. He has written over 33 books on stone and
tile installations, fabrication and
restoration and also serves as
an expert for many legal cases
across the world. You can send any email
comments to him at fhueston@stoneforensics.
com.
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$ 6.9

Order Item

17992

Available at
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Pyramid Marble and Granite Field
Tests New Talon™ Miter Cut Blade
ABRICATORS can get miters
right the first time using the
newest addition to BraxtonBragg’s high-end tooling line:
the Talon Miter Cut Quartz, Granite,
and Marble Bridge Saw Blades.
Designed to cut sharp, smooth, chip-free
edges on miters, the new blades offer consistency and quality that will save time and money in
the day-to-day operations of fabrication shops,
said Braxton-Bragg Product Manager Steve
Bussell.
“With miter blades the quality of cut is a real
concern,” he said. “You can’t afford any kind
of wobbling or chipping because that miter is
right there for everyone to see. While a lot of
fabricators are very good at filling and matching and patching, the more accurate the cut, the
faster the process works for them.”
Designed to cut very hard materials, the
Talon Miter Cut blades feature a specially
formulated soft bond that maintains the cutting
power of the blade all the way through the job.
After testing them out in the real-world conditions of a working shop, Jason Brandt, CNC
Programming Manager for Effingham, Illinoisbased Pyramid Marble and Granite, said he
would definitely recommend the Talon Miter

Cut blades to other fabricators.
“They chip way less than anything else we’ve
used,” he said. “We use them on a Northwood
Sawjet for cutting miters when we do drop
aprons and things along that line. The miters
need to be straight, but a lot of blades wave in
and out. The cuts are a lot straighter from end
to end than other blades we’ve used.”
The Talon Miter Cut blades demonstrated
their value on the job for Pyramid Marble and
Granite: reducing labor time and providing consistent quality. They can do the same for other
fabricators, Bussell said. “It performed beautifully in a very high-end shop. They got excellent results. Their miter was virtually chip-free.
Production was able to move smoothly and not
stop to care for breakouts or anything like that.”
Shops are seeing more demand for the use
of miters on their products as customer tastes
change. “A miter edge is very popular,” Bussell
said. “It doesn’t have a country look and is used
in kitchens that are designed to be more modern
looking. The cut is more popular than ever.
That is why we came out with the blade.”
Benefits of the Talon Miter Cut blades include
speed, accuracy, lack of flexing, and consistent,
clean cuts. “It keeps a consistent 45-degree
bevel if that is what you are cutting,” Bussell
said. “It is also a fast cutting blade, using a

Joel Davis
Special Contributor
of granite and other stones.
“If you are working with
soft materials, you want a
hard bond,” Bussell said. “If
you are working with hard
materials, you want a soft bond.
While a hard bond may work in
some cases on miter cuts, it puts a
lot of stress on the machine as the blade
dulls. You want to avoid increasing the amps
and getting that undesired lifting on the saw.”
The Talon line is Braxton-Bragg’s premium
brand of tooling. Each product brings the benefits of the latest technology to shops and is
chosen for its ability to save fabricators time
and effort.

softer bond to
compensate for
harder materials
such as quartz,
granite, and marble. It’s just the
best way to go about
cutting.”
The Talon Miter Cut
blades are designed specifically for
cutting miters, knowing the stresses that are
unique to that type of cut. They are meant to
compensate for the shortfalls of using generic
blades, Bussell said. “Typically, your saw is
going to be running a straight line. Now you’re
asking it to go 45 degrees. You get some lift
on the blade. What can happens on the end, if
it’s not really cutting cleanly, is it can flare up
on you.”
Instead of taking a Swiss Army knife
approach, Talon Miter Cut blades are meant to
do a specific job very well, Bussell said. “This
blade was designed to do the very best with the
technology that is available to prevent those
breakouts at the end while providing an accurate 45 degree bevel.”
The formulation of the bond keeps the blade
sharp by refreshing the diamond cutting surfaces that would be quickly dulled by the hardness

Compare and SAVE!
E
FRE HT!
IG
FRE

About Braxton-Bragg
Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrication tooling and installation accessories including sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a professional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop.
For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the websites
www.braxton-bragg.com and www.slipperyrockgazette.net for current and archived issues.

• Five variable speeds 2,000 – 4,000 RPM (no load)
• Built-in GFCI with reset and test buttons
• Built-in water connections
• Powerful 7.9 Amp motor
• 5/8-11 spindle thread
• 5.1 lbs.
• 4˝ Hook & Loop Back-up Pad included
• 1-year limited manufacturer’s warranty

Makita® 4˝ Wet Polisher
Variable Speed

Sale Price: $274.95!

Screen Capture, 10-1-14
GranQuartz Website
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Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Makita PW5001

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

Sale Price

9001

Makita ® 4˝ Wet Polisher, PW5001C

$568.00

$319.95

$274.95

9376

Brush Set for Makita® PW5001C

$18.60

$11.95

Hurry—Sale Ends November 30, 2014
Available at

Call 800-575-4401
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Hammerhead Stoneworks Builds a Sacred Circle
HE Sacred Circle is a ceremonial fire pit, built by
Hammerhead Stoneworks Inc.
on the outskirts of Asheville,
North Carolina.
It is forty-five feet in diameter and required
over 50 tons of stone to construct. Used as a
sacred gathering place for a diverse community of spiritual practices, it can accommodate
groups of well over one hundred people.
Sandstone from Tennessee is used for the
drystone walls, seating caps, and the majority
of the flagstone paving. Rays of Absolute Black
radiate from the fire pit to site boulders placed
at the cardinal compass points. Immediately
surrounding the fire ring, Pennsylvania blue-

stone and countertop scraps create a celestial
design, depicting our solar system from multiple
perspectives.
Built in the winter of 2013-14, this is
Hammerhead’s largest project to date.
Encompassing all of their craftsmanship and
aesthetic ideals, it is a community gathering
space as well as a beautiful and enduring work
of functional art.
Hammerhead Stoneworks is the design
and construction company of mason Marc
Archambault. Founded in 2009, Hammerhead
provides highly crafted stone work, and creative
artistry to discerning customers in Asheville,
North Carolina and the surrounding region.
Visit www.hammerheadstoneworks.com
for more information on this project.

The site layout was confirmed with a rainbow of spray paint.

Tennessee sandstone walls and flagstone frame the ceremonial area, closest to the fire pit. Absolute
Black granite rays lead towards the center, where colorful planets of stone float in a Pennsylvania
Bluestone matrix.

Construction started with the drystone walls. Mason Gary Wilson works beneath the winter shelter.
Masons Fred Lashley and Jonathan Frederick (not pictured) round out the Hammerhead crew and
contributed their talents to completing the Scared Circle.

The seating walls are 18 inches tall. They are built using drystone construction methods, though the
caps are mortared in place for stability.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Mars and Jupiter, scrap countertops transformed into planets, float in a sky of Pennsylvania bluestone. The seams that make up the orbit of each planet are slightly beveled; from certain angles,
one can see the arc they follow around the sun. Pluto makes an appearance in the upper left of this
photo as a small, icy white orb with an odd elliptical orbit.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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3 .98

Now YOU can solve a $200 problem for only $495 4 .10
and we’ll send you a FREE sample to prove it.
“We use them when the dishwasher
is not on site. Works great, no
return trips.”

	 Item #

MADE IN THE USA

The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket attaches to the cabinet with wood
screws, as well as to the countertop with impact absorbing adhesive caulk or silicone. It is made to accommodate virtually any
dishwasher on the market and may be installed prior to or after
countertop installation.

Description

Jeremy Williamson, SFA
Granite Shop Manager
Kitchen Craft Inc.
Osage Beach, MO

Great LOW Price

10565

E-Z Dishwasher Bracket, with Mounting Screws

$3.98

10578

E-Z Compact Bracket 18”, with Mounting Screws

$3.98

NEW size for compact dishwashers!

More than 524,231 sold!
Michael Peay, a veteran home builder with 30 years of experience that includes
hundreds of kitchen installs, was continually confronted with a nagging problem—mounting the dishwasher. Out of frustration, Michael Peay invented and
patented the solution.
Installation Problem
Why is installing the dishwasher always on the punch list? There are many reasons; after all, who is responsible for this task? Is it the granite guy, the plumber,
the appliance delivery man, or the general contractor? If the granite installer is
responsible and the dishwasher is on site, there is no problem, but many times
this is not the case. So in order to preserve your good name and reputation it
means an expensive return trip to install the dishwasher.
Installation Solution
Can $3.98 solve this costly return trip? The answer is YES! It is estimated that
it could cost nearly $200 in time, labor and fuel to pull someone off another
job for this one chore. There is no need for the dishwasher to be on site and you
can install before or after the countertop is installed. And it is designed to fit all
standard dishwashers and install them correctly.

Easy To Use
The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket can be installed in 2 minutes and is a permanent
solution. If the dishwasher is not installed or not on site, simply fasten the E-Z
Dishwasher Bracket to the cabinet with the hardware supplied, apply silicone
to dampen the sound, and install the granite. As simple as that, your job is done,
with regard to the dishwasher.
If the dishwasher and countertop are already in place, simply bend the tabs
to fit in between the cabinets, apply silicone, put in place and fasten with the
hardware supplied.
No More Call Backs to Install a Dishwasher!
This solution seems so simple, the only question you’ll ask is, “Why didn’t I
think of this?” This product really works, and we’ll prove it to you. We’ll give
you a FREE E-Z Dishwasher Bracket. We guarantee that you’ll agree this is a
real $3.98 solution. Call Braxton-Bragg and never have to make that expensive
return trip again. Our knowledgeable sales staff wants to let you know “you
have a friend in Tennessee” and we listen to you. Count on Braxton-Bragg for
all your installation needs.

Call today! Toll free 1-800-575-4401

Offer extended due to popularity! Call and receive a FREE E-Z Dishwasher Bracket!
www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the E-Z Dishwasher Bracket

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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“Thanks, Braxton-Bragg, for all of
your help. You really do go above and
beyond what your job requires and I
appreciate that greatly! Thanks for
everything. I’m a customer for life.”
Jesse Arnzen
Zen Stoneworks
Lewiston, Indiana

Talon™ Dry Core Bits

Talon™ Dry Core Bits Deliver a
Clean Hole in 30 Seconds, Time After Time
Is 30 Seconds Fast Enough for You?

How often do you think about core bits?
Probably never. After all, you have a business to
run. However, if your core bit fails, takes too long
to do the job, or blows out the stone, this everyday
item becomes a problem. Or does your core bit have
a hidden deficiency of coring too few holes?

environment, using a water-fed tool at 3,000 RPM
will produce the best cutting speed and cleanest
result.
For the best results in dry conditions, 10,000
RPM is recommended. This high RPM will keep
the diamonds and bond cool and allow the core bit
to do all the work.

Ultimate Speed—Wet or Dry

Long Life

You can core a hole in only 30 seconds with
Talon™ Dry Core Bits. Using the recommended
speeds (10,000 RPM for Talon™ Dry Core Bit),
allows the bit to cut through granite in just half
a minute, leaving a smooth hole with little to no
chipping.
This incredible cutting speed is produced by using
the best-suited bond to the application. In a wet

3 Little to no chipping
3 10,000 RPM dry
3 3,000 RPM wet

The Talon™ Dry Core Bit provides exceptional
life. You can expect to core 50-60 holes with the
dry core bit, and as many as 100 with the wet
core bit, and this can be done using a grinder or
polisher. Why? Quality diamonds, correct bond,
and the side diamonds design are key elements that
protect the segment weld from premature wear and
release.

Priced Right

The Talon™ line of core bits is value-priced.
Compare to any quality core bit on the market and
you will see savings right away. The cost should
also be measured by looking at the number of holes
that can be produced. After all, what you are really
buying is the result of your tools. With the 1-3/8˝
Talon™ Dry Core Bit, the cost per hole is a little
more than one dollar. These results are under real
working conditions.
A core bit should be taken for granted, and the
Talon™ Dry Core Bit will help you to do this. Your
satisfaction is guaranteed with this product. We
believe you will experience the same results that
make the Talon™ Dry Core Bit one of our most
popular product lines.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

5185

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 1˝

$74.95

$49.95

5186

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 1-1/4˝

$82.95

$54.95

5187

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 1-3/8˝

$89.95

$59.95

5188

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 1-1/2˝

$97.95

$64.95

5189

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 1-3/4˝

$104.95

$69.95

5190

Talon™ Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Thread, 2˝

$112.95

$74.95

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Talon Dry Core Bits

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Lease or Loan?
What You Need to Know to Decide

S lippery R ock G azette

William G. Sutton
CAE, President and CEO, Equipment
Leasing and Finance Association

(which usually means 36 months or less), leasing is likely the preferable option. Equipment
expected to be used for longer than three years
could be a candidate for either a lease or a loan.

the economy continues to
improve, more construction
businesses are making capital investments to fuel
their growth.

2. What is the monthly budget for the
equipment?
As with any ongoing business expense, consider the monthly cost for a piece of equipment
and how it fits into your budget. In general,
leasing will provide lower monthly payments.

When business owners and managers consider
acquiring equipment, they often think of their
payment option as a “lease versus buy” decision.
In any economic environment, when preserving
owner or shareholder capital is an important
goal, financing equipment through a lease or
loan will enable your business to preserve its
cash.

3. Will the equipment become obsolete
while it is still needed for the operation?
Protection against obsolescence is one of the
many benefits of equipment leasing, since the
risk of obsolescence is assumed by the lessor.
Certain lease financing programs allow for
technology upgrades and/or replacements within the term of the lease contract.

Choosing Your Financing Option
Whether you finance equipment through a
lease or loan, each has its advantages. In evaluating your options, it is important to look at each
alternative to determine which will best balance
usage, cash flow and your financial objectives.
To help determine the most appropriate option,
consider the following questions.
10 Considerations in a
Lease or Loan Decision:
1. How long will the equipment be required?
Generally speaking, if the length of time the
equipment is expected to be used is short-term

want Productivity ?
“The better men feel,
the harder they work!”
Bullet Proof™
Fabricator’s Apron

95
.
6
$6

Order Item

9121

79
$ 56.

Stone Sleeve™
Fabricator’s Sleeve

Order Item

9127

Available from

800-575-4401 •

www.braxton-bragg.com

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the original Bullet Proof Apron

4. Is the equipment going to be used for a
specific contract or can it be used for other
projects?
Often, the business objective of equipment
is for it to be revenue-producing. If a piece of
equipment has limited use within a specific
contract and won’t be used for other projects,
it’s not ideal for it to be idle while you continue
to make payments on it. It makes sense to stop
the equipment expense when the income from it
ceases, which you can do with a lease.
5. How much cash would be required up
front for a lease and for a loan?
Leasing can often provide 100 percent financing of the cost of the equipment as well as the
costs for transportation, delivery, installation
set-up, testing and training, and other deferred
costs (e.g., sales tax). Loans usually require a
down payment and don’t include the other cost
benefits. Ask how much of a down payment is
needed and assess the availability and desirability of allocating company capital for that down
payment.
6. Can the company use the depreciation
or would the company get a greater benefit
from expensing the lease payments?
The tax treatment of the financing arrangement is an important consideration in choosing
between a lease and a loan. A loan provides you
with the depreciation tax benefit; with a lease,
the lessor owns the equipment and realizes the
tax benefit, which is usually reflected in a lower
monthly rent payment for your business as well
as the ability to expense the payment. In many
instances, if your business cannot use the tax
benefit, it makes more sense to lease than to
purchase through a loan because you can trade
the depreciation to the lessor in exchange for
better cash flow.
7. How will a working capital facility be
impacted?

Many businesses have an aggregate line of
credit through a bank that they can use for
inventory purchases, improvements and other
capital expenditures. Depending on the lending
covenants, it is often possible, as well as preferable, to preserve your bank working capital
by leasing equipment through an equipment
finance provider.
8. How flexible does your business want the
financing terms to be?
A lease can provide greater flexibility, since it
can be structured for a variety of contingencies,
whereas with a loan, flexibility is subject to the
lender’s rules. If your business has continuing
use for the equipment at lease termination,
extended rentals, purchase options, trade-ups
and return options are available. The lease term
allows your business to match all expenses
to the term of the equipment’s use, including
income tax expense, book expense and cash
expense. Most importantly, as mentioned previously, the expense stops when the equipment
is no longer required.
9. Do you anticipate the need for additional
equipment under your financing agreement?
If your business is planning for growth, you
can enter into a master lease that will allow
you to acquire multiple pieces of equipment
under multiple schedules with the same basic
terms and conditions. This provides greater
convenience and flexibility than a conditional
loan contract, which must be renegotiated for
additional equipment acquisitions.
10. Who can help me evaluate what’s best
for my business?
Whether you finance equipment through a
lease or loan, each has its advantages. When
making the decision between a lease and a loan,
it is highly recommended that you consult with
your accounting professional, as well as draw
on the resources of your equipment financing
provider to enable you to secure the best possible terms for your lease and/or loan.
These are some of the key considerations
that should go into the lease versus loan decision-making process. For a lease/loan comparison and online tools, visit www.equipmentfinanceadvantage.org.
William G. Sutton, CAE, is President and
CEO of the Equipment Leasing and Finance
Association, the trade association that represents companies in the $827 billion equipment finance sector, which includes financial services companies and manufacturers
engaged in financing capital goods. ELFA has
been equipping business for success for more
than 50 years.
For more information on equipment financing, please visit www.ELFAonline.org. Follow
ELFA on Twitter @elfaonline.
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The Fab King cuts sink holes, profiles edges, drills holes,
polishes backsplashes, and antiques surfaces

for less than $20,000!

• 220 Volt single phase – works in any shop!
• 114˝ travel, 30˝ travel, and 8˝ travel
• Dust free operation keeps your shop clean
• Heavier gauge steel than competition
• Precision control raise/lower
with friction brake for easy operation
• 3 point adjustable work surface
• Installs in minutes – no wasted set-up time
• Full 1-year manufacturer’s warranty
• Made in the USA
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MADE IN THE USA

www.rye-corp.com

The Swiss Army Knife Approach
The Fab King combines the functions of a router, a drill press, an in-line back splash
polishing machine, top polisher, and a radial arm sink cut out machine in one.

Offer the Latest “Leather” Surface
Without Spending Big Money
No need to inventory special slabs, with Viper® Diamond Antiquing Brushes you can
offer the latest finishes without the wait and expense of specials orders.

Real-World Designed
Nobody knows a machine like a repairman. The designer of this machine has more
than 20 years’ experience in the stone industry. Much of that time was spent trouble
shooting and repairing stone equipment. 220 volt, single phase power and off the
shelf components guarantee maximum uptime.

Profile Without Tears!
Unlike radial arm machines which can deflect 3/16” when fully extended and
prevent true edge polishing, the Fab King cantilevered frame design presents a
square and true tooling surface. You can use all of your favorite router bits. No need
for a Plexiglass scratch guard.

Strong Backbone
Unlike other radial arm machines, the solid frame will not flex when the motor is under
load. Edge profiling requires a solid structure and the Fab King delivers it with 4” industrial strength steel square tubing.

A Back Splash Machine for Free!
A bonus application is that this is the easiest back splash polishing system yet
developed. The travel head runs true horizontal to insure a flat edge polish. You can
use the 3-Step Viper® Pad to obtain the fastest finish yet.

Full-Size Bed
Unlike smaller solutions, the Fab King fabrication bed offers a full 114” of linear travel
and 30” of gantry travel.

Quick Set-Up
If it’s delivered in the morning, you’ll be producing countertops by lunch. Unlike CNC
machines, you don’t need long training programs and you won’t waste stone trying
to figure out how it works.

Sink Cut-Outs in 6 Minutes!
The Fab King can cut out any sink shape using a template (which means no mistakes
and precise dimensions) in as little as 8 minutes.
Save Your Core Bits!
It will drill holes in seconds without wobble and more than triple the life of your core
bits.

http://www.braxton-bragg.com/
FabKing

Call for Equipment Financing Options

Item # Description

Great LOW Price
19,900.00

14141

Fab King Work Center

		

F.O.B. Knoxville, TN • Includes $1,000 of FREE tools

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Fab King

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Aging of America Will Be the Single
Biggest Money Making Event of Your Lifetime…
Now, Thanks to This Revolutionary NEW PRODUCT,
You Can Grab Your Fair Share…

!
W
E
N

MADE IN THE USA

O

ver the next 17 years, 75 million
babyboomers will retire. And that’s
important because the baby boomers
have been lining the pockets of manufacturers
and business owners for more than six decades.
Everything from diapers to cars to high-end
kitchens and baths to the stock market and
now, retirement and healthcare needs.
As boomers – and their parents – continue
to age, more and more will need physical assistance. What’s more, if they want to stay home
and stay independent, then they’ll need to
modify their homes to meet safety and accessibility requirements.
In other words, they’ll need to modify their
homes to be “disability” friendly. That means
wider doorways, smoother floors and custom
sinks and vanities that allow for wheelchair
access.
And for those that don’t stay home, millions
of them will begin filling the assisted living
communities being built right now.
Another huge opportunity is the fact that
all hotels and commercial bathrooms must be
ADA (American Disabilities Act) compliant.
Either way, you have three huge opportunities to be the go to company in your area
thanks to Stone Pro’s newest breakthrough
product - ADA Compliant Wall Mount
Brackets.

handicapped accessibility affect the products
they can offer. Anything that is built these days
really needs to be ADA compliant.
It’s one stop, one item you can put in place.
It’s there, and you don’t have to custom build
everything.

Restroom vanity pictures
captured at a tavern in
South Illinois

ADA Compliant and Easy to Install
These brackets simplify and streamline the
installation of vanity sinks in commercial settings where volume is key. General Manager
Brad Winn of Stone Pro said the product
offers several advantages to fabricators and
contractors. “Time savings and consistency
are going to be a plus,” he said. “If you had to
custom make every one of these brackets for
sinks in 200 bathrooms, that adds up to a lot
of time.”
So, Brad came up with an alternative…
The brackets mount to the wall and form a
free-standing anchor for granite tops with sink
cutouts. Also included are angled panels that
mount on the sides of the brackets that form
a sleek, modern look and hide the plumbing
without a boxy cabinet underneath.
Nothing could be simpler than using the
Stone Pro Wall Mount Vanity Brackets, Winn
said. “You just bolt them up.”
As a supplier to contractors, you need to be
aware of how federal regulations regarding

Allows for Multiple Sink Setups
Where the bracket shines is in settings that
require the installation of many sinks at a time.
“If you were in a bathroom in a hotel or anywhere it may be and if you had to do multiple
vanities, you could put these brackets on the
wall,” Winn said.
Be the Go-To Company
By placing three brackets every five feet, a
contractor could place up to three sinks in a 10
foot span, he said. The brackets make it easier
to build sinks to meet ADA standards. And if
you can show your client that every sink will be
exactly as your promise, then you can become
the go-to shop in your area for residential,
commercial and assisted living facilities.
Get It Today
For more information on the Stone Pro ADA
Compliant Countertop Support, contact the
sales reps at Braxton-Bragg, 1-800-575-4401
today. Or, visit online at www.braxton-bragg.com.

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

3743

$224.95

$149.95

Stone Pro ADA Compliant Countertop Support

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Stone Pro Countertop Support

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Braxton-Bragg Introduces the Cinclips
Undermount Sink Support System

Joel Davis
Special Contributor

HE new Cinclips Undermount
Sink Support System gives
fabricators, installers, and
ordinary customers a fast and
easy way to secure sinks without the risk
of an embarrassing failure.
Inventor Dow Blaine, the owner of Atlanta
Classic Stone LLC, developed the product,
which is now carried by Braxton-Bragg. Once
a customer installs a sink using Cinclips, they
never have to worry about it falling down, he
said. “I’ve never had a sink come down with the
way I mount them. I don’t want to badmouth
anybody else’s products, but I’ve seen a lot not
hold up to what they say they’ll do.”
Each Cinclips pack comes with five nylon
braces, four full length and one short for the
front, and all the hardware needed for the
installation. Simply put each brace under the lip
of the sink and attach to the side of the cabinet
with the screws provided.
When installed correctly, Cinclips can support up to 550 pounds of weight, more than
enough to support a sink. “What makes it strong
is the design,” Blaine said. “First off, you have
a thick knucklehead end on it. The I-beam
shape is what gives it so much strength.”
Cinclips can save shops time and money
because no special glues or epoxies are needed.
Installers do not have to screw anchors into the
stone of the sink. Another attractive feature is
the braces can be easily removed if a customer
needs to replace a sink.
Blaine gives customers a lifetime warranty.
If a sink installation using Cinclips fails for
any reason, he wants to know about it. “It’s
my business to know why things fail and to
figure out a way to keep them from failing,”
he said. In addition to the lifetime guarantee,
Braxton-Bragg offers a 30-day, unconditional,
money-back satisfaction guarantee on Cinclips
and all its other products.
When installed, each Cinclips brace allows
two inches of contact to firmly support the
sink. “Even in thin plywood, with four screws
in it, they are strong because of the design of
the arm and the clip and because of what they
are made of,” Blaine said. “So if you put four
of these braces in, you’ve got eight inches of
contact with the lip. I jump up and down on it at
the shows. It bends the sink, but it sure doesn’t
come out of it.”
Once installed, Cinclips also help support the
countertop. There is no need to drill into the
stone. The tough nylon braces are insect and
moisture resistant. They can be used for any
kind of installation — a new sink, a remount,
or just for peace of mind — and give installers
flexibility to adapt to the bewildering variety of
cabinet designs, Blaine said. “Every cabinet is
a little different. There are so many configurations, but I’ve yet to find a cabinet they can’t
fit in.”

Once installed, Cinclips also help support the countertop. There is no need to drill into the stone. The
tough nylon braces are insect and moisture resistant.
They can be used for any kind of installation — a new
sink, a remount, or just for peace of mind — and give
installers flexibility to adapt to the bewildering variety
of cabinet designs, inventor Dow Blaine said. “Every
cabinet is a little different. There are so many configurations, but I’ve yet to find a cabinet they can’t fit in.”
Cinclips can save shops time and money
because no special glues or epoxies are needed. Installers do not have to screw anchors
into the stone of the sink. Another attractive
feature is the braces can be easily removed if a
customer needs to replace a sink.

Cinclips can be used to mount sinks in mere
minutes. Sinks can be hooked up to the water
supply and used immediately. There is no wait
time. “They are so fast,” Blaine said. “The
beauty is by the time you put eight screws in a
cabinet with another product, you’re done with
installing mine.”
Designed to be easier to use than other alternatives, Cinclips do not require a great deal
of experience or skill to install correctly and
quickly. “Once you try them, you’re a believer,” he said. “Everybody I show how to use
them, that’s how they want to do it now,” he
said. “They are so user friendly.”
In fact, Blaine said one day his own patent
attorney called to order some Cinclips after
coming home to find his wife in the bathroom
cranking the sink back into place with a car
jack. “He ended up putting it in by himself.”
The ease of use can benefit anyone — fabricators and homeowners — who decides to
install a sink. Unlike other methods, there is
no delay in hooking up the sink in order to let
adhesives dry.
Using Cinclips for sink installation minimizes
time on the job site, saving installers labor costs
and offering more convenience to homeowners.
“There really is no wait time,” Blaine said.
“You’re in and out of there. It doesn’t take 30
minutes to install, and the customer can put the
sinks right to use.”

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Cinclips

When installed correctly, Cinclips can support up to
550 pounds of weight, more than enough to support a
sink. “What makes it strong is the design,” Blaine said.
“First off, you have a thick knucklehead end on it. The
I-beam shape is what gives it so much strength.”

The savings in labor and time that Cinclips
offer make them worth the investment for shops
to purchase, Blaine said. “If fabricators knew
how easy these things were to use, there is no
reason for them to want to use anything else.
There is nothing as strong or fast or easy as my
product.”
Clinclips are designed to meet Blaine’s own
standards and to correct a problem that should
not exist in the first place. “When somebody
puts in the sink, it should be put in so it doesn’t
come back out,” he said. “People pay a lot of
money for these countertops and their sinks,
and they shouldn’t be coming back loose. If
you put things in properly, there is no reason
why it should fail.
“Somebody wants to go charge them $300,
$500, $600 to fix their sink, and homeowners
shouldn’t have to pay for that. I came up with
Cinclips not just for me and for fabricators, but
for customers whose sinks have fallen — to
help them out. It’s a big savings for the DIY
type of guy.”
Blaine’s business, Atlanta Classic Stone,
offers stone restoration and maintenance for
commercial and residential projects as well as
tile services. He puts Cinclips to use in the dayto-day operations of his shop.
“Since I’ve been manufacturing the new
clips, I’ve been putting them in every job I do,”
he said. “To this day I still get calls to go out

and remount sinks that have fallen down. It’s a
great product to use.”
It took Blaine about one-and-a-half years to
develop the system. He has a history of tinkering and looking for solutions to common
problems found in his shop. “I’ve always been
an inventor,” he said. “I’ve always come up
with different ways to make tools. All the
things I’ve come up with, somebody would say
you’ve got to go patent that. I finally did that
with Cinclips.”
Looking ahead, Blaine has some new offerings coming through the pipeline in addition
to the Clinclips system. “I’ve got some new
products that I’m in the middle of developing,”
he said. “I’ve started a new patent on another
one. I’m just about done on the developmental
stages of it. I hope to have it sometime after
Christmas. I’d like to have it out right at the
first of the year. It’s a new product for the
plumbing industry. Anybody that works with
sinks would probably really like to have it.”
Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrication tooling and installation accessories including sinks, installation hardware, and every
tool and piece of equipment needed to run a
professional stone, tile, and polished concrete
shop. For more information about Cinclips or to
order, contact Braxton-Bragg toll-free at 800575-4401 or visit www.braxton-bragg.com to
order 24/7.
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BIGGEST

Bellavita Introduces
Large Format Glass Mosaics
with Canterra

Makita Sale

of the Year!
Stock Up NOW!
Offered in 5.5x27˝ sheets, Canterra is a huge format for a mosaic begging for larger spaces.
Reminiscent of stacked stone style mosaics, Canterra dazzles in four inviting earthtones that sparkle
as only fused glass tile can.
Order Item

9375

ELLAVITA Tile, a leader in
design and innovation for the
North American tile industry,
has brought to market the
Canterra Collection, a large-format
glass mosaic range.

Hurry – Sale Ends
November 30, 2014

“Canterra is the start of a new style of product
design exploration for us,” stated Mike Ward,
VP of Sales for Bellavita Tile. “The thought
process behind this innovative product was
to take the best attributes of natural materials
and then re-interpret them in glass. So far, the
reception for our luminous version of workedstone in the Canterra Collection, has been
phenomenal.”
For centuries, architecture has revolved
around the time-tested beauty of worked-stone.
Canterra showcases inspiration from iconic
examples of worked-stone such as bush hammer & chenille, in a deep, glossy translucent

glass mosaic.
Offered in 5.5x27˝ sheets, Canterra is a huge
format for a mosaic begging for larger spaces.
Reminiscent of stacked stone style mosaics,
Canterra dazzles in four inviting earthtones that
sparkle as only fused glass tile can. The mosaic itself is composed of three stone textures
presented on both front and rear faces of the
glass… resulting in optimal backdrops for any
design. Canterra brings the soul of the quarry,
adding a unique, natural beauty to any space.
For more Bellavita Tile information, visit
www.bellavitatile.com or contact them directly
at project-info@bellavitatile.com.
Tile Installers should note that Braxton-Bragg
offers tools designed to handle and install
large format tiles, including the Raimondi
Tile Leveling system, Tavy spacers, and the
Raimondi Large Format Tile Mover.
See www.braxton-bragg.com for a complete
array of tools for tile installation.

Nonstop from Miami to Washington

Item # Description
9375
Makita ® 5˝ Grinder, 9565CV

MSRP
$282.95

OUR Price
$145.95

Sale Price
$134.79

Fax 800-915-5501
www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Makita 9565CV Grinder

OLICE in the town of
Blaine, Washington, near
the Canadian border found
a car in a bank parking lot
on July 2 that had been stolen in Miami
just about two days earlier.
The Bellingham Herald reports the thief
was in a hurry. According to Google Maps
it would take 50 hours to drive the 3,400
miles nonstop.

Police don’t know who took the black
2012 Jeep Patriot or why they sped from one
corner of the country to the other.
Source: The Bellingham Herald,

http://www.bellinghamherald.com
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“Boomer” Winfrey

Varmint County Correspondent

Varmint County Lawyers are Brought Down a Peg or Two by “Judge Bobbit”
UDGE Hobert “Hardtime”
Harwell was relaxing at
his office, across the street
from the Varmint County
Courthouse, when his secretary interrupted him in mid-nap.
“Judge, there’s a passel of lawyers out here to
see you. Are you in?”
“Depends. Which lawyers and what do they
want to see me about?” the Judge replied, then
adding, “Oh, let ’em in,” when he noticed
Philbert McSwine’s car parked in front of his
office.
“Half a dozen long-faced attorneys entered
the office, led by Philbert and Farley “the
Fixer” McFadden. Farley made his reputation
by his propensity for arranging plea bargains
for most of his criminal clients. Some observers
questioned whether Farley had ever argued a
case in front of a jury, so seldom did his clients
go to trial.
“Judge, we need your help. We need an
intervention,” personal injury attorney Cleopus
Dewberry whined. “Judge McConnell is completely out of control!”
Hardtime smiled. He had already heard
the rumors. Sessions Court Judge Katherine
McConnell, who had easily won re-election
over Philbert McSwine when all of Philbert’s
ex-wives united to support her candidacy, had
summoned all of the attorneys who practiced in
her circuit to an “informal” briefing the week
after she took the oath of office.
Among other things, she informed the gathered lawyers that she would be enforcing a
dress code and observing a rigid time schedule
in the future.
“Gentlemen, no more coming into my courtroom wearing sandals and khaki trousers, even
to file a plea agreement,” Judge McConnell
announced, staring particularly long at Fixer
McFadden. “Also, court starts promptly at 8:00
A.M. I’m instructing the bailiff to deny entry to
any attorney showing up late.”
“Uh, your honor, it’s illegal to close a
courtroom to the public,” Trent Hosfeiffer of
Hosfeiffer, Calloway & Dorsey pointed out.
“I’m not denying entry to the public, just
lawyers and your clients. You will be in court
when I enter the room at 8:00 or I will cite you
for contempt.
“Also, I expect you all to show proper respect
for my office. Shortly after I was appointed to
the bench a year ago to fill out the term of the
late Judge Whitlock, one of you addressed me
as ‘honey’ and I let it slide. Another lawyer
cracked a joke about ‘that time of month’
when I denied a motion and I let him off with a
warning. No more warnings. Another crack like
those will land you behind bars for contempt.”
“Uh, your honor. I noticed old Phineas
Murtaugh addressing you as ‘young lady’ in
court this morning and you didn’t correct him.

You can’t have a double standard,” Gregory
Lyon protested.
“Mr. Murtaugh is 86 years old and was
practicing law when most of you were in
diapers. He has argued cases before the U.S.
Supreme Court and taught law at the university
for years, where he had many of us in class,”
Judge McConnell replied. “He addresses most
of you as ‘young man’ or ‘son,’ and I’ll let him
address me however he chooses as long as it’s
not disrespectful.”
Judge Harwell listened as the lawyers gathered in his office added to their list of complaints about the newly aggressive female
judge. Philbert McSwine was particularly
vehement, complaining that Judge McConnell
was particularly hard on him because he had
opposed her in the recent election.
“She’s warned me half a dozen times already.
If I laugh, she warns me. If I smile she warns
me. If I turn to whisper to my client, she warns
me. I’m walking on eggs the entire time I’m in
her court, Judge,” Philbert whined.
“Philbert, maybe you shouldn’t laugh when
she makes a ruling, or whisper to your client
when the Judge is addressing you or smile when
she threatens you with contempt,” Hardtime
observed. “I’d probably toss you out of my
courtroom if you behaved like that with me.”
The Judge promised the lawyers nothing, but
did agree to sit in on Judge McConnell’s court
and see things for himself before deciding if he
would speak to her. A couple of days later he
slipped quietly into a seat among several tall
men in the back of the courtroom and settled in
to watch the show.
Oscar Cheatham of the firm Lyon, Cheatham
and Dunn was in court that day, representing an
accused child molester. Oscar was infamous for
his courtroom dramatics and his inflated sense
of self-importance.
As the prosecutor laid out his arguments for
setting a high bail for the defendant, Oscar proclaimed “I object” a grand total of eleven times.
“Mr. Cheatham, so far the Assistant District
Attorney has only described where and when
the alleged crime took place and presented a list
of potential witnesses. He has not presented his
case or even told the court what charges have
been filed,” the Judge pointed out.
“I object, your honor, to his presenting a list
of witnesses to a crime when the prosecutor
hasn’t described the charges against my client.”
“Your objection is overruled.”
“I object to your tone of voice in overruling
my objection.”
“That objection is also overruled. Please
approach the bench, Mr. Cheatham.”
“Your honor, I respectfully decline to
approach the bench. The audience cannot hear
what we’re saying.”
“This isn’t a stage, but I will speak clearly so
the audience can hear if that will satisfy you.
Now approach the bench,” the Judge repeated.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

“I will approach, under objection.”
“Your objection is duly noted, Mr. Cheatham.
Now come up here, unless you’re afraid I might
bite.”
“Are you threatening to bite, your honor?”
“I’m threatening to have the bailiff remove
you from this courtroom if you don’t halt these
antics and let the prosecution proceed with this
case. I have a full agenda today and this is only
a bond-setting hearing.”
Cheatham continued with his objections
throughout the session until the Judge finally
set his client’s bail at $100,000 and had the
lawyer jailed for contempt of court.
Later that day, Judge Hardtime Harwell paid
a visit to the female judge in her chambers.
“I watched you in action this morning with
Oscar Cheatham,” Hardtime said.
“That man threatens to make a mockery
of my court. I had to do something,” Judge
McConnell replied.
“I would have had him jailed as soon as he
opened his mouth. You showed remarkable
restraint.”
“Judge Harwell, it’s not easy sitting on the
bench in this district when you’re a woman and
dealing with all these male lawyers.”

“The testosterone levels are a bit high, I
admit. Those swaggering little boys need to
be reminded they don’t own the playground.
Just remember, Judge, it is the high office
and not the individual sitting on the bench
that demands respect. If an attorney fails to
respect your court, they fail to respect all of
our courts.”
“Then you approve of what I’m doing?”
“Totally. These attorneys will push their
limits and test how far you will let them go.
When you were appointed to the bench it was
for a short time and you were understandably
hesitant to lower the hammer on these clowns.
Now you’ve been elected for the next six years.
They’re stuck with you and like an old hound
dog, you need to mark your territory.”
Judge McConnell smiled at Hardtime’s analogy, visualizing the lawyers as a line of fire
hydrants.
“You know what they’re calling me behind
my back?”
“You mean ‘Judge Bobbitt?’ Yes, I heard
about that. Too bad it’s only symbolic. We
would all be much better off if some of them
were brought down a peg or two,” Hardtime
concluded with a broad grin.
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Restoration & Maintenance Corner

Bob Murrell

Travertine and Similar Stone

Stone Restoration

The same travertine floor now honed to 400g.

Travertine with original polish, showing wear from foot traffic.

RAVERTINE is a type of limestone formed under very different conditions than most
other limestones. Typical
limestones are formed from calcareous
organic sea creatures which settle on
the bottom and are cemented together
by pressure, over time, and even recrystallized later.
Travertine is a sedimentary rock typically
formed on land around the mouth or conduits
of hot springs or volcanic activity fractures.
Warm or hot fresh water laden with minerals
precipitates calcium carbonate buildup forming the travertine. Think of the mud pots in
Yellowstone National Park.
Hot gases and fluids under pressure are
responsible for the natural voids and fissures in
travertine, while different minerals like calcite
and aragonite are responsible for the diverse
coloration that make travertine such a popular
building material. The fact that it is also soft
and easy to work have also helped travertine
become one of the more popular dimensional
stones.
Travertine is quarried in Tivoli near Rome
and was formed by heated activity associated
by Mt. Etna. This travertine is called Tivoli-

Photos provided by Bob Murrell

type and has been quarried since Roman times.
Of course there are other types, found all
over the world, that may be formed by various
scenarios of hot, warm, and cool springs where
gases and precipitation are present.
Some limestones are also grouped with travertine. They can be formed in shallow or tidal
areas of salt water where deposits are exposed
to the sun and dried repeatedly. Void areas may
be filled with carbonate muds and washed out
later.
Tufa is also sometimes confused with or
grouped with travertine. It is typically formed
around vents of freshwater springs near salty
landlocked lakes like the Dead Sea in Israel.
Some travertine stones are dense and compact enough to take a good polish and some
are not. Tufa is probably not a candidate for
polishing, although honed travertine is very
popular. The natural voids and fissures of most
travertine-type stones are normally filled at the
production mill.
Fillers used are commonly either Portland
cements or polyester resins colored to match.
Portland cements are much easier and more
economical to install but do not take a polish, if
that is the desired look of the stone. Polyester
resins will typically be stronger and longer lasting and will also take a polish. However, they

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

The newly honed travertine floor, with left half color enhanced.

are more labor intensive and costly to install.
Be sure of what the client wants before
starting any travertine restoration project.
Remember, travertine is a soft abrasive stone
so therefore diamonds will wear at faster rates.
Grinding and honing are also accomplished at
faster production rates because the travertine
is so soft.
Of course if the travertine was polished and
is simply worn, re-polishing is easily accomplished using your favorite stone polishing
compound or 5X. This is normally a one-step
procedure or maybe even a two-step with one
cut using a diamond impregnated pad of your
grit choice (probably a 400g or 800g) and then
polish.
Providing the lippage is not severe, light
honing can be accomplished with the use of
diamond impregnated pads too. In fact, these
pads are very useful for acquiring a consistent
look when honing most any material, and certainly travertine. If the lippage is an issue, then
it would need to be cut flat as would any stone
floor.
When any grinding or honing is completed,
previously filled voids and fissures may become
exposed as will any previously unfilled, newly
exposed holes. Most clients will want the voids

filled, so be prepared for this step. If the voids
are not filled, they become a safety hazard (high
heels) as well as dirt traps.
The filling of newly exposed voids and fissures is normally done after grinding to a grit
level of about 220g. In this way, continuing on
with the 400g after filling should satisfactorily
cut and remove any fill films or residue left on
the surface without appreciably opening new
voids too much. If you fill too early, these lower
grit applications can continue exposing voids.
Remember that polyesters should be used
when the floor is to be polished. One big question is whether to use knife grade (thick) or
flowing (thin and more fluid) polyester.
Knife grade is easier to use for most people
but flowing tends to get into the void better and
stay longer, if the contractor can get used to
working with something more fluid. Note that
the colors are adjusted to match the stone before
the hardener is added.
Experimentation will be necessary to determine the best result as some artistic ability is
required. Remove as much of the fill residue
off the surface of surrounding voids as possible
with a razor blade after the adhesive starts to
harden (when it becomes rubbery).
Continued on page 31
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“I thought all 8-step wet polishing pads were
the same …
Try
them risk-fre

“Phooey! These amazing Vipers had the job done by step 6”
Cheaper isn’t always smarter. This
$14.95 wet polishing pad polishes
66% faster and last 43% longer than
a $10 one. Or your money back.
“That’s enough buff,” said the foreman. But the
polisher still had 2 more steps to go.
These Viper pads are so efficient a 100 grit pad can
produce a 300 grit finish.
Fabricators tell us they often have to stop polishing
at steps 6-7: Or else the edges would outshine the
tops!
And they keep on going 43% longer than any other pad on the market. So you replace them half as
often. Here’s what Frank Keyser, General Manager,
MGT Stone Inc. says:
“We have used the Viper pads for over
8 years because they are consistent in
quality, affordable, & long lasting. I
have tried dozens of other pads but none
have produced the cost to production ratio that the Vipers have performed.”
– Frank Keyser, GM, MGT Stone Inc.
Why not call 800-575-4401 and see for yourself? If
you don’t agree, send them back within 30 days for
a full, no questions asked refund.

Get the job done 66% faster
There are plenty of cheaper pads (we sell those,
too). And they’re good ... but they ALL end up costing you more.
We’ve tested these Vipers in a laboratory against
our cheaper Scorpion pads. Here are the plain facts:
• The Vipers polish 66% faster.
• They last 43% longer.
• You get a consistent 102 glossmeter
reading.
And if you act now, a 4-inch Viper pad costs just $5
more than a Scorpion.
You’ve already spent serious money on machinery, labor and materials. Is it really worth skimping
on $5?

“In the last 10 seconds of its life, you
get the same finish as when you first
took it out the box.”
The diamonds on cheap pads break away. They
don’t just have a shorter lifespan than a Viper pad.
They’re also inconsistent.
The more you use them, the poorer the finish quality. A Viper pad is totally different …
It’s loaded with 3-8 times more diamonds than any
other pad on the market. And these diamonds sharpen themselves, so the finish stays the same.
Here’s how it works ...
Minute diamond crystals are bonded together
through a process called sintering.

e for 30 days

!

Call 800-575-4401 to order your Viper pads right
now.
Remember you’re not risking a cent – guaranteed.
If you’re not completely satisfied with your Viper
pads, return them within 30 days for a full, no questions asked refund.

5000 RPM and still sticking ...

Baked at 1400C, under pressures of 60Kbar, they
form a complete diamond crust. The plate is then
hardened in a furnace – baking that toughness all the
way through.
As you use the pad, the tiny diamond crystals produce fresh cutting surfaces. And this is how these
Vipers get the job done 66% faster than cheaper
pads.
But – just as importantly – it makes them more consistent too – right until the very last second of its life.

You’ve probably noticed cheaper pads don’t hold
very well. Once they start spinning, the pad flies off
like a Frisbee.
With the hook and loop system on a Viper, it sticks
to your backup pad like cement.
You can spin these pads all the way to 5000 RPM –
they’re guaranteed to stay put.

Order today and save
$48, $60 or even $80
A 4-inch Viper pad normally costs $22.95. But if
you call 800-575-4401 now, you only pay $14.95.
And you save a whopping $60 if you want all 8 steps.

Why a Viper pad lasts 43% longer
To get the most out of your pad, you need a different bond for each grit type. A 50G pad needs a more
flexible bond that moves with the rough surface of
the unpolished granite.
Cheap manufacturers don’t consider this. They use
the same bond for every step, so your pads waste
away in half the time.
However, the bonds on each of the 8 Viper steps
have been produced and tested under laboratory
conditions.
They all have a unique bond to get the maximum
lifespan from your pad. We’ve spent 19 years testing
bonds, diamonds and pads.
And Vipers last 43% longer than the pads you use
now. We know because we’ve tested them all.

No more scratches!
Blocky, round or oversized diamonds leave deep
scratch marks. They ruin hours of work and cost you
a fortune in materials.
Yet these are the very diamonds you’ll often find
hidden in cheap pads. Of course you can’t see them
until it’s too late. Not on a Viper pad ...
The diamonds on a Viper are sourced and quality
controlled right here in the U.S. They’re manufactured under precise, computer-controlled conditions
from start to finish.
First, the diamonds are sorted for size and shape.
If they’re too round … too blocky … or too large ...
they don’t make the cut. And the computer doesn’t
stop there …
Once the diamonds are ready, it selects the precise
number of diamonds to use on each pad. Cheap pad
manufacturers leave this process to human error.
It’s why cheap pads let you down. But every Viper is
practically identical from crust to core. So your finish
quality won’t change when you replace them.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Polishing Pads

Set of 8

MSRP

Our Price

3˝ pads

$142.95

$94.95

4˝ pads

$182.95

$118.95

5˝ pads

$238.95

$158.95

See here:
As you can see, you save a total of $48 on the
3-inch pads. Want a full set of 5-inch Vipers? Save
$80 right now.
And don’t forget your 30-day, no-quibble guarantee. So why not put them to the test? See for yourself they do everything I’ve promised. If they don’t,
send them back for a full refund.
Remember a 4-inch Viper pad costs just $5 more
than a pad from our cheaper range. Yet you get:
3 A deeper shine: 102 on the gloss meter.
3 A 43% longer lifespan: Replace them almost
		 half as often.
3 A consistent finish: Even in the last second of its
		 life, a Viper produces the same finish as when
		 you first took it out the box.
3 66% faster polish: Watch your productivity soar.
3 No more scratches: The diamonds on a Viper
		 pad are consistent. There aren’t any unusual
		 shapes or sizes. Unlike cheap pads, they’re
		 guaranteed not to scratch – saving you a fortune
		in materials.
Right now, you can try these Vipers risk-free and
save $48, $60 or even $80.
But you must act now. Please call

800-575-4401
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Report on the World Stone Industry Shows
Trade in 2013 Was in Excess of 22 Billion Dollars
Quarried and Processed Material Volumes Came to 265 Million Tons – an Increase of 5%

HINA, India, Turkey and Italy
are the top four exporters
of natural stone with a 61%
share of total. Italy stands at
the top of the technologies sector, with
one-third of the world market.
These are just some of the details published in
the XXV World Stone Report by Carlo Montani,
in collaboration with publisher Aldus and the
patronage of the Tuscany Region, previewed
during the inauguration of Marmomacc 2014.
Natural stone conquering the world: between
1990 and 2013, international natural stone production grew by 180%, from 46 to 130 million
tons, equal to 1.4 billion equivalent square
meters (based on the conventional slab thickness
of 2 centimeters), while consumption levels
boomed by 185%.
A trend of steady increase over the years that
becomes even more apparent when taking into
account that the last half-century has seen more
marble and granite used than in all previous eras.
This is just some of the content of the XXV
World Stone Report by Carlo Montani, in
collaboration with publisher Aldus and the
patronage of the Tuscany Region, previewed
at Veronafiere during the inauguration of

Marmomacc 2014. For 25 years by now, this
report has been an analytical and informative
tool for all sector operators, with more than
200 thousand figures organized in tables and
statistics.
2013 was another year of consolidation for
the world stone industry: the volume of quarried and processed material (265 million tons)

Don’t Burst the Bratwurst

Laptop, Stovetop, and Dog
OLICE say a New Jersey
family’s dog turned on the
stove, which caught the
laptop resting on the burner on fire and sent smoke through the
roof.

B O U T
fifty volunteers
carefully
grilled a 100 foot-long
bratwurst
without
burning or breaking it
at a bar in Illinois.
Silver Creek Saloon
hosted the practice run
to prepare for the city’s
200th anniversary celebration, where the volunteers attempted to grill a 200-foot-long
bratwurst, the Belleville News-Democrat
reported. The Bicentennial Oktoberfest
Weekend Celebration was held Sept. 19-21
in downtown Belleville, Illinois.
That Tuesday, Larry Schubert, who made
the 60-pound sausage, led the effort to
unroll it onto a specially made 100-foot
metal trough. Volunteers exercised more
caution after practicing in August with a
50-foot bratwurst that broke in several places because it was turned too quickly and the
grill was too hot. Organizers walked around
to inspect and fix splits in the meat.
A nearby baking company made a
200-foot-long bun to go with the bratwurst

increased by about 5% compared to 2012.
Marble is increasingly used as a constructive
and decorative material, with per capita usage
up in 2013 to 226 square meters every thousand
units, against 215 the previous year and 135 of
2003.
This general expansion, however, is matched
by progressive concentration of production in a

The fire was reported early one Friday
evening in Lacey Township while the owners were away.
Police tell the Asbury Park Press that
investigators believe the dog accidentally
In this Sept. 9, 2014 photo, Mabel and
Larry Schubert help lay out a 100 foot-long
bratwurst on a grill at the Silver Creek
Saloon in Belleville, Ill. About 50 people
volunteered to carefully grill the bratwurst
without burning or breaking it. The event
was a practice run for the Belleville 200th
celebration where they grilled a 200 footlong bratwurst.
Photo: Zia Nizami, AP

when it was grilled at the community event.
Donations were collected from people who
wanted to eat a piece of the bratwurst.
Proceeds will benefit local food pantries.
Source: Belleville News-Democrat,
www.bnd.com
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handful of countries. “Since the 1960s, the balance of power has changed radically,” explained
Montani, “with the top four producers - China,
India, Turkey and Brazil - expanding from 30%
to 61% global production.”
As regards trade, 2013 posted values of 22
billion dollars, 58.5% of which in the hands of
the top four exporting countries: China, Italy,
Turkey and India. Made in Italy confirms its
leading role in the field of technology and quarrying, cutting and processing machinery, with
about one-third of the world market and very
strong positions in several leading nations such
as Turkey and Brazil.
Yet what does the future of marble hold in
store? The author of the XVV Report said,
“Stone boasts an extremely long history and
will have a equally long future by combining
technology, aesthetics and professional values:
in a word, quality. Translated into numbers,
prospects through to 2020 indicate total output
of at least 170 million tons, equal to 1.8 billion
equivalent square meters.”
For more information about Marmomacc
2014 in Verona, Italy, visit www.marmomacc.
com/en/.

turned on the stove, though they didn’t specify how that could have occurred.
Police say heat from the stove eventually
burned a laptop computer that had been left
on top of the appliance. Smoke was pouring
from the roof when firefighters arrived, but
the blaze was quickly extinguished.
Firefighters rescued the dog, which
emerged unscathed.
Source: Asbury Park (N.J.) Press,
www.app.com

Politicians are Human, Too
EW Hampshire’s House of
Representatives may be getting a little more human
next year.
A candidate who legally changed his name
to human— with a lowercase “H’’ — was
running against incumbent Democratic state
Rep. Rose Marie Rogers in their primary.
David Montenegro changed his name to
“human” in 2012. He made headlines this
year when the state’s highest court ruled he
could have a vanity license plate that reads

COPSLIE. He had sued after the Division
of Motor Vehicles said he couldn’t have the
plate because it denigrated police officers.
Rogers was first elected in 2012 and represents Rochester, a city of about 30,000
residents.
However, human’s race ended in defeat.
The former David Montenegro lost a primary
contest to incumbent Democratic state Rep.
Rose Marie Rogers by a count of 181-30.
Source: The Recorder,
www.recorder.com/
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Restoration & Maintenance
Continued from page 28

Jerusalem travertine after grinding has exposed voids.

Honed limestone with travertine properties.

Jerusalem travertine after filling with tinted knifegrade polyester.

Catch Me If You Can
EW Hampshire police say
a motorcyclist clocked
at 127 mph bragged after
being arrested that he had
reached 185 mph during the chase.

Same limestone with travertine properties with color enhancer applied.

If a rough hone is desired, simply choose an
unsanded, poly-fortified grout that matches and
apply after the 220g honing step. Once hardened, run either a natural hair pad or a 400g
diamond impregnated pad over the floor and
it should then be complete except for sealing/
impregnating.
If a higher hone (more color and shine) or
polish is desired, then continue with the honing
process at 400g and then on to 800g before
polishing with either stone polishing compound
or 5X.
Because travertine is very porous, use of
impregnators/sealers or color enhancers is highly recommended. If polished, impregnators are
the best choice and if honed, color enhancers
are an option. As you know, I would not normally recommend topical coatings.
Good maintenance is essential and I recom-

mend the use of a quality stone soap for routine
damp mopping or auto-scrubbing. A stone soap
will clean and condition. This keeps colors
bright and renders the travertine more soil and
stain resistant. In my opinion it is best that the
contractor prescribe the maintenance program
for the client. In this way, call backs and any
future issues are more easily controlled.
As always, it is important to partner with a
good distributor of quality products and support. After all, a craftsman is only as good as
his tools.
Bob Murrell has worked as a supplier of
products and technical support to the natural
stone industry for over 35 years. He has written
numerous articles for various trade publications
and has also trained thousands of contractors
over the last 25 years.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

State police say 31-year-old David J. Fries,
of Manchester, was spotted by a trooper on
Interstate 93 in Bow at about 2:45 a.m. one
Saturday.
The first trooper eventually ended the

chase, but another trooper saw Fries crash
into a guardrail after he exited Interstate 393.
Police say Fries then led officers on an
hour long foot chase in Concord. He was
subdued with help from a police dog.
Fries was treated for injuries from the
crash and from the dog.
He faces a variety of charges and is being
held on $30,000 bail.
It was unclear at press time whether Mr.
Fries has a lawyer.

The Getaway Cart
OLICE in Michigan say
they arrested a shoplifting suspect following her
slow-speed getaway in a
$1,200 motorized wheelchair shopping
cart taken from a Wal-Mart.
The Muskegon Chronicle says police
located 46-year-old Shirley Mason about
2 miles away, riding the cart with $600 in
clothing.
A customer called police that night to
report someone riding a shopping cart from
the lot at the store in Muskegon County’s

Fruitport Township.
Police say Mason told them she couldn’t
find anyone to pick her up from the store and
took the wheelchair cart “because she didn’t
feel like walking.”
Authorities say Mason told officers she
planned to sell the clothing.
Mason is charged with organized retail
crime and had a probable cause hearing
Sept. 23.
Mason doesn’t have a listed phone number.
Source: The Muskegon Chronicle,
www.mlive.com/muskegon
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
Classified Ad Guidelines
Ads not meeting guidelines will not
be published.
•$30.00 per print ad, per month. Ads
may be renewed by contacting the
Slippery Rock Gazette. Free online ads!
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad
is submitted. Credit or Debit Card only.
A Credit Authorization Form is available by fax, or download a PDF from
the Slippery Rock website.

Stone Care

•All faxed ads must be typed – No
hand-written ads–No exceptions.
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Best way to submit an ad is by going
online at www.slipperyrockgazette.
net for a free ad, or use the online form
for a print ad, then fax payment to 865688-8254, (Attn: Karen Richards).

Readers Please Note:

2014-2015 Classified Ad Deadlines

The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by
third parties and not an endorsement
of particular products, companies or
employers. The SRG ® encourages all
interviewing employers to carefully
conduct prescreening of all prospective employees, and purchasers of
used equipment are encouraged to
use caution and common sense.

Ad Submission Deadline

Issue
December 2014

Tuesday, October 28, 2014

January 2015

Wednesday, November 26, 2014

February 2015

Wednesday, December 31, 2014

For Sale

Business Opportunities

FOR SALE: New, in stock, in Upstate
New York; Steinex Hydraulic
Stone Splitters & Extreme Duty
Conveyors. Menhir model 1000x600
“H-frame”, Broadway model 600x300
“H-frame”, Igloo model 480x450,
“C-frame” & Conveyor models T4
(high sideboards 13´ x 3´), BTD (pivoting dual track) & BTS (pivoting
single track). Our inventory is evolving monthly. For more information
about specifications and related pricing, please contact André @ (518)
260-2158 or email apexequipintl@
aol.com.
_____________

Do you want 10, 20, 30 + more
installs per month? We can take you
from wholesale to retail and fill that
void left by channel partner’s drying
up. We have generated over 5 Million
in sales for our partners in 2013. Your
phone can be ringing in as little as
24 hours. Call today 877-877-1916
or visit www.FireUps.com. Granite
Marketing Experts. We have clients
doing up to 70 installs per month from
our programs - Sell More Granite.
_____________

FOR SALE: The Basic Stone
Saw– A Thin Veneer Saw. The Basic
Saw can increase your profit with
its low purchase price, low maintenance expense, decreased labor and
its high productivity. After years of
use and testing, the design has been
refined until it is ready for the market.
The Mighty Stone Saw is its big
brother. See the video at www.themightystonesaw.com and email the
developer at stone_forsale@yahoo.
com or call 1-931-248-1759 for more
information.
_____________

AIR TOOL OVERHAUL –
Complete overhauls for selected models, include ALL NEW upgraded bearings, oil seals, O-rings, body gaskets,
head packing, vanes, and the honing
of cylinder. We will restore YOUR
TOOLS to run like NEW! FREE PreOverhaul Inspection. $159.00 plus
$4.95 Shipping and Handling. Call
for available model numbers. Stone
Perfect Enterprises, Inc. Call 503-7052398. Email: rogerc52@comcast.

FOR SALE: FastTrack 144-72
Digitizer System. Includes 144˝ x
72˝ Digitizer Board, Laser Pointer,
Complete Computer (no monitor) IntelliCAD Software, Outline
Digitizing Software. No longer useful
in our shop, however would be perfect
for small shop fabrication. Contact
Darlene at 770-385-7708, or email
darlenep@fieldstonecenter.com ,
for information and pricing.
_____________
FOR SALE: Wire Saws Large and
Small. Affordable New and Used
Wire Saws, hydraulic or electric, stationary or portable Made in USA!
Call 530-925-4517 or send an email to
art@idealquarry.com

_____________

Repair Services

and tile industries, has an opening
for a Technical Sales Specialist in
California. Innochem is the North
American representative for the Akemi
product lines in North America, manufactures the K-Bond products and various OEM brands in Atlanta, GA. This
position will be responsible for providing support to InnoChem distributors,
provide training to stone and tile professionals on the InnoChem and Akemi
products, and administer regional marketing programs. No previous chemical
knowledge needed. Training provided.
Experience in the stone and tile industry
is preferred. Send resume to info@
innochemllc.com.

Join Us

Each Month!
For your subscription requests,
address changes, and

FREE CLASSIFIEDS,

visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net

net

_____________

Braxton-Bragg firmly believes in offering
not only the best products for stone fabricators and installers, but also in providing
our customers with a way to retain and
maintain great working relationships with
their customer base. This is why we have
launched the Supreme Surface Stone
Care Program for stone fabricators that
purchase their supplies directly from us.
It is easy to sign up – we do all the work
for you! Just let us know that you’re interested in becoming a participant in this
program and we will print for you custom
postcards and brochures to hand out to
your clients and prospective customers
interested in your countertop services.
The postcards and brochures will be
printed with your company name and
address. The space |Your Business Name
& Address| will be replaced with your
pertinent information to let your customers know how to contact you directly.
You will also receive a unique discount
code that is linked to your Braxton-Bragg
account, so that we can track your customers, and for you to receive a rebate from
us when someone purchases Supreme
Surface Products. For more information
about this program, please contact one of
our salesmen at 800-575-4401.
What makes Supreme Surface Cleaners
so special? ioSeal. The stone conditioner
in Supreme Surface cleaners is a proprietary ingredient called ioSeal. This amaz-

ing technology ionically bonds with the
surface of your natural stone, sealing it and
protecting it from hard water spots, mineral buildup, and stains. Supreme surface
cleaners are the brainchild of stone industry veteran Tom Munro who embarked on
a quest to find the BEST granite cleaner.
What he found, however, was no one
product that offered a no-rinse, streak
free (even on black granite), eco-friendly
formula that would clean, polish, and
protect granite and other natural stones
against stains, and was made in America.
Since the perfect stone cleaning product
didn’t exist, Tom invented it...Together
with a chemist that he met though his
stone design business, Tom developed
a unique 3-in-1 formula that will clean,
polish, and protect your granite countertops. It is non-toxic, biodegradable and
safe to use around food preparation areas,
children, and pets. Tom’s stone cleaning
product, Supreme Surface Granite Cleaner
& Conditioner, leaves a streak free shine,
every time—even on black granite! But
Tom wasn’t satisfied. To learn what others thought of his new granite cleaner he
gave it away—free. “We sent our free
samples across the USA to everyone that
wanted it… Yes, everyone! It wasn’t
long before we shipped out thousands
of free samples, and even paid the shipping. All this, just for their feedback on
how we could improve our product!”
Log on and see for yourself:
http://www.consumerstonecare.
com

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
T ools and E quipment
Premium diamond tooling and equipment at
rock-bottom prices. Call now – Limited Quantities!
• Viper® Diamond Polishing Sys. 10˝ 50/60 metal to 3,000 grit Resin–
Call for super low pricing! • Fast Cut SLR 14˝ High-Speed Hand Saw – $710
• Viper® 1-3/8˝ Freehand Core Bit only $29.95 each • Talon™ CNC Thin
Wall Core Bits, $11 to $47– Call for low pricing! • Milwaukee 21 Piece
Screwdriver Set – $11.01; 40 Piece Set – $16.95 • Talon™ Router Bit 3cm
Cove Ogee, Positions 1 & 2 – $168.97 each • Superabrasive 4cm Router Bits
– Full Bullnose, Positions 1 & 2 – $441.95 each

Call 800-575-4401 or visit the CLOSE OUTS page
at www.braxton-bragg.com

Help Wanted
Project Managers - Norcross, GA.
Marmi Natural Stone is the Southeast’s
leading source for high-end fabrication and unmatched selection of
natural stone. To support operations
team, we need Project Managers to
ensure projects completed with high
quality work and customer service.
F/T salary, bonus, excellent benefits.
Must have relevant cabinet, stone or
project management experience, be
organized and communicate effectively in a high-paced environment. Fax
resume to 770-685-6190 or e-mail
info@marmistone.com. Marmi is a
drug-free workplace.
_____________
InnoChem LLC, a leading supplier of premium chemicals to the stone

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Become a Stone & Tile Inspector
Stone Forensics is now offering its
popular Stone Inspection Seminar
as an affordable, self guided PowerPoint presentation.
Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile Inspection course and learn how to
take your skills to the next level as
a certified stone inspector. Evaluate
installations, understand crack propagation, troubleshoot failures, learn
problem solving for stain removal,
efflorescence, lippage, and more.
• Learn physical and chemical
testing, troubleshoot problems
• Earn Up to $300 per hour
• Includes class manual & three
technical calls to Dr. Fred

Call 321-514-6845

Visit the Stone Forensics
website/training page &
see what attendees say
about the class!

New Seminar Begins January 2015

Visit

www.stoneforensics.com

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Theft and Deprivation
was supposed to be a lesson
in growing your own food,
healthy eating and helping the less fortunate, but
instead, a group of Maine fifth-graders
got a lesson in the harsh realities of
life.

U
YO VE
SA

Deputies say they took several photographs
of the sleeping Davis, but he didn’t wake up.
The Herald Tribune reports Davis was
charged with burglary and booked into jail on
$10,000 bail.

%

15

Source: Sarasota (Fla.) Herald-Tribune,
www.heraldtribune.com

When students at the Albert S. Hall School
in Waterville went out to harvest the yellow
onions planted last spring, they found that all
100 had been stolen.
Their plan was to give half the onions to
a homeless shelter and half to the school
kitchen to be used in school lunches.
Student Ashley Harwood called the theft
“kind of depressing.” Student Hannah Hall
says the class was sad.
Teacher Mary Dunn says she plans to turn
the theft into a lesson anyway, about coming
together when things don’t go as planned.
–––––––––––––––––
No Batch in the Pumpkin Patch
Thieves have picked clean a pumpkin patch
that had been tended to by New Mexico preschoolers.
Eastern New Mexico University’s Child
Development Center said the Portales school’s
pumpkin patch was raided sometime over a
weekend after students had worked for months
growing the pumpkins.
School officials found the pumpkins missing
and vines destroyed the following morning.
Lara Vaughan, the school’s master teacher,
says the four full pumpkins were just about
to turn orange. She says students had studied
them, weeded the area and watered them since
they were spouts.
No arrests have been made.
–––––––––––––––––
Get Out of Bed, Sleepy Head
Talk about a heavy sleeper.
Police say an accused burglar continued
snoozing next to a bag of jewelry he was
allegedly planning to swipe even after deputies began snapping pictures of him.
According to the Sarasota County Sheriff’s
Office Facebook page, a cleaning lady discovered 29-year-old Dion Davis on a bed inside
the victim’s home.

–––––––––––––––––
Over-Exerted
State police have charged a man with criminal
trespass and public drunkenness for allegedly
breaking into a northwestern Pennsylvania bar,
where he was found napping on a table.
The Bradford Era reports 35-year-old
William Duffy, of Bradford, faces a preliminary hearing.
He was arraigned that morning, about four
hours after he was found inside the Mountain
Inn Bar in Mount Jewett, shortly after 4 a.m.
that day. That’s about 110 miles northeast of
Pittsburgh.
Police say the bar owner called to report
someone loitering near the business. By the
time police arrived, they found that Duffy had
broken into the bar through a window and was
napping on a table in the kitchen.
Online court records don’t list an attorney
for Duffy, who doesn’t have a listed phone.
–––––––––––––––––
Ever Dreamed of Falling?
Rescue crews say an Ohio man who was
camping with friends in central Kentucky’s
Red River Gorge is recovering after falling
from a cliff while sleepwalking.
Powell County Emergency Management told
WKYT-TV that the group had set up camp
near Grey’s Arch Trail and the man’s friends
called for help after realizing that he was missing in the middle of the night.
Wolfe County rope technician John May told
the station the Cincinnati man, whose name
wasn’t released, fell about 60 feet and landed
in an area with several large boulders.
He called it a “miracle” that the man survived. May said the camper suffered a head
injury, a dislocated shoulder and a fractured
leg, but he’s expected to make a full recovery.
Source: WKYT-TV, www.wkyt.com

MADE IN THE USA

Stone Medic Marble
Polish Compound

The Most Trusted
Polish Compound

for Marble
Restoration

This unique, user friendly paste is used to
polish, restore and maintain worn marble,
travertine, limestone, agglomerates and
other calcium-containing materials. It helps
enhance water and stain resistance.
Hurry—Sale Ends
November 30, 2014
Item # Description
Stone Medic®

MSRP OUR Price Sale Price

41002
Marble Polish Compound, $194.95
		
10 Lbs. Container

129.95

110.45

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Medic Polishing Compounds
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Who Else Wants to Own the #1 Best-Selling Air Polisher?
Two Models to Choose From

Hercules Variable Speed Wet Air Polisher
with Side Exhaust
®

• Spindle speed: up to 4,500 RPM • 88 Db • Side Exhaust
• Air consumption: 16 cfm @ 90 psi • Weight: 3 lbs. • Length: 7”
• Center water feed • 5/8–11 spindle thread • Built-in
water dispenser • Reversible side handle • Textured,
rubber coated body for secure grip • 90-day warranty

U
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$

Comes with: Wrench, adapters, 12 foot water hose, air lubricant

14

#1
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st P
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Five specialized bearings
increase tool performance

Item # Description
3803

Reg. Price

Sale Price

$164.95

$149.98

Hercules VS Wet Air Polisher, Side Exhaust
®

Get the most out of your
polishing pads with these
high-performance air tools!

Back-Up Pad Sold Separately

		

Hurry—Sale Ends November 30, 2014

Hercules Variable Speed Wet Air Polisher
with Rear Exhaust
®

• Spindle speed: up to 3,500 RPM
• Rear Exhaust
• Air consumption: 15 cfm @ 90 psi
• Less noise: 88 Db
• Weight: 3 lbs.
• Length: 8”
• Center water feed
• 5/8–11 spindle thread
• Built-in water dispenser
• Reversible side handle
• Textured, rubber coated body for secure grip
• 90-day warranty

U
YO VE
SA 00
$

24

Comes with: Silencer, air and water line sleeves, air hose adapters, clamps,
water hose, air lubricant and wrench; back-up pad sold separately
Item #

Description

3866

Hercules® VS Wet Air Polisher, Rear Exhaust

Reg. Price

Sale Price

$198.95

$174.95

		

Back-Up Pad Sold Separately		

Hurry—Sale Ends November 30, 2014

www.braxton-bragg.com

Rear st
u
Exha

Save time
AND money!

Get maximum productivity
with high-quality tools that
fit your budget!
Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Hercules Air Polishers
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Fall Forward or Backward?
OO-BOY. Here we go with
that time change business
again. At the stroke of 2
a.m. on the second day of
this month, you’re supposed to climb out
of bed, stumble over the dog, trip on various electrical cords, kick the cat, bump
your head, bang your shins, fall down
the stairs, and turn all of your clocks
and watches back one hour.
(Or, if you are a spoilsport with no spirit of
adventure, you can simply set ’em back before
you hit the hay on November 1—and miss out
on a swell time!)
However you choose to perform the task, it
makes up for the hour that was stolen from us in
March. Meaning that once more we will be safely
back in the arms of Eastern Standard Time.
It’s not that I have anything against Daylight
Saving Time, per se. Indeed, this afternoon-stretching alchemy does have its advantages in May, June, July, August and September.
But March 9 is too dang early to start it, and
November 2 is too dang late to end it! The Good
Lord had no intention of seeing the sun rise at 8
o’clock in the morning. We shouldn’t either.
Nonetheless, this idea of toying with the clock
to suit our fickle purposes bears further exploration. If an extra hour of daylight is so beneficial
during the summer, why not save an extra day
all year long?
That’s why I am happy to announce Weekend
Saving Time. Works like this:
Presently, our system operates on a series of
seven 24-hour days, right? That makes a weekly
total of 168 hours.
Under WST, each week would still have 168
hours. But none of that mundane 24-hoursper-day stuff. No, indeed! Mondays, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays would contain only 20 hours apiece. That’s 100 hours.
Saturday and Sunday would have their usual 24
hours each, bringing us to 148. And the extra 20
hours would be a free day!
Just think: every weekend would be three days
long. More time for sleeping, more time for
recreation, more time for trips to the mountains,
more time for anything but going to work.
Already, I can hear the naysayers telling me
this plan isn’t feasible. For one thing, they say

Sam Venable

Bullet Proof ® Apron

DELUXE

Special Contributor

NEW !
GN
DESI

it won’t apply to the millions of Americans who
don’t work a typical Monday-through-Friday
week.
Pfffft! Big deal.
Those people can have, say, Wednesdaythrough-Sunday at 20 hours a clip. Then give
them Monday and Tuesday at 24 hours each,
throw in the freebie day, and then start their
work week again on Wednesday. It’s so easy I’m
surprised you have to be shown.
This revolutionary concept will be a veritable
goldmine for the nation’s business interests.
Think what a blessing it’s going to be for watchmakers, calendar publishers, schedule printers
and others who deal in units of time. We are
talking billions and billions of dollars. Good jobs
at good wages.
Sure, it may cause a bit of confusion at first.
Nothing truly innovative comes without a period
of adjustment before things start to smooth out.
Why, hasn’t the switch to the metric system progressed just as slick as silk?
And if things do get out of hand? No sweat. We
can always turn the whole program over to the
fine folks in Congress.
Surely they can iron out the details of Weekend
Saving Time as easily as they have solved everything dealing with immigration, the Middle East,
the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the
Affordable Health Care Act.
Yee-haw! Happy days are here again!
Sam Venable is an author, stand-up comedian,
and humor columnist for the Knoxville (TN)
News Sentinel. He may be reached at mahv@
outlook.com.

Sports Quote of the Month
“I don’t know why people question the academic
training of an athlete. Fifty percent of the doctors
in this country graduated in the bottom half of
their classes.”
Al McGuire (1928-2001)
Head coach of the Marquette University
men’s basketball team from 1964 to 1977
McGuire was inducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame in 1992.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for New Bullet Proof Apron Deluxe

Order Item

9122
Available from

95
$ 78

800-575-4401 •

www.braxton-bragg.com

Judge a Crook by the Cover-Up
upstate New York judge
has been indicted on
nine charges related to
a reported attack last
summer that authorities now say he
fabricated.
The Seneca County District Attorney’s
office unsealed an indictment charging acting Waterloo village judge Roger Barto with
five felonies, including grand larceny and
insurance fraud, and four misdemeanors.

Barto told police he was hit on the head
with a porcelain toilet tank top and choked
as he was leaving the courtroom after an
arraignment late last August.
He’s also accused of stealing gasoline
that belonged to the village at Maple Grove
Cemetery, where he also holds a paid position, and collecting more than $3,000 in
medical benefits.
Local media report that Barto pleaded
not guilty in Seneca County Court and was
released on his own recognizance.

Hey, Who Ordered Anchovies?
OLICE
in
southern
Kentucky say they got
a surprise delivery after
charging a man with shoplifting — five pizzas showed up at the
station.
Officers say 29-year-old Michael Harp
asked to make a call on his cellphone that
afternoon while being booked in Corbin. A
short time later, police say, a pizza delivery
driver showed up to deliver to “Officer
Wilson,” the name of the officer who arrest-

ed Harp.
Police say they linked the call to Harp by
tracking his cellphone number. Harp told
Lexington station WKYT-TV it’s all a misunderstanding and that “about 10 people”
used his phone.
Harp now faces additional charges including theft of identity, theft by deception, and
impersonating a police officer. Jail records
did not list an attorney for him.
Source: WKYT-TV, http://www.wkyt.com
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Stones of the World:

Peter J. Marcucci
Special Contributor

The Majestic Colors of India

Photos courtesy of Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited

the world of “Living
Large,” stone from India
is on every fashion
taste-maker’s palette of
colors, when exotic elegance is essential
to the project.
Moreover, stone from India continues to
remain the most desired materials of the worlds’
foremost designers looking to add context to
their clients’ projects. Exaggerate the essential—leave the obvious vague—and add context with a trove of majestic colors from India!
This story begins between India’s northern
borders of Pakistan and the lofty Himalayas, to
its saltwater-kissed shores to the south and all
points east and west.
Considered a South Asian subcontinent,
famous cities include New Delhi, Mumbai and
Bangalore, while a few of the world-famous
notable structures include the Taj Mahal, Red
Fort, and Qutub Minar.
Also considered the cradle of civilization and
recognized for centuries for its vast empires and
historic trade routes, the “Republic of India” is
the seventh largest country and most populated
democracy in the world.
India’s 1.2 million square-mile landscape is
dotted with hundreds of quarries throughout its
29-states and 7-territories. With vast deposits
of all types, two major areas are most quar-

ried. Overall, Rajasthan, India’s largest state,
located in the northwestern region, currently
has the highest number of granite quarries,
and is best known for crystalline types such as
Black Beauty, Jhalore Red and Desert Brown.
Moreover, varieties of white, pink, gray, green
and gold as well as assorted soapstones, sandstones and quartzites also come from this area.
To the south, India’s second highest production area encompasses both eastern and western
regions, and states Telangana, Orissa, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka contain a montage
of colors that by far rank as one of the top granite production areas, anywhere. Additionally,
these regions accommodate some of the highest-ranking international stone companies in
the world.
For example, the southeast state of Andhra
Pradesh is known for its green, red and brown
granites and especially its varieties of Tan
Brown and Black Galaxy.
In India’s southwest region, located in the
state of Karnataka, lies the Capital city of
Bangalore. Known as the “Silicon Valley of
India,” Bangalore is a ultramodern mecca of
high-tech development, and a major exporter of leading-edge technology to the world.
Bangalore is also one of the top ten preferred
entrepreneurial locations in the world.
Continued on page 37

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited was one of the first in India to import Italian machinery. Its
current list of equipment consists of 2 Pedrini tiling lines, 6 Pedrini blockcutters, 6 Gaspari Menotti
gang saws, 2 Breton polishing machines, an automated Resin machine and 3 mono wire saws. “We
are a one-hundred percent export oriented company, and deliver 800-900 containers annually totaling thirteen million dollars in sales,” explained Manager of Exports and Owner, Riddhima Doshi.

The Taj Mahal located in Agra, Uttar Pradesh was built of white marble and is one of the wonders of
the world. Built in 1653, the Taj Mahal is on every travelers “must see” list and is visited by millions
of tourists every year. “We have the most amazing history as far as stone is concerned. We also have
Photo courtesy Philip Marcus
the most intricately designed stone carvings,” said Riddhima.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Stones of the World:
The Majestic Colors of India

Well known for its vast deposits of both soft
and hard colors, granites such as Multicolor
Red and Absolute Black are quarried in the
outer regions of this city. Popular colors like
Himalayan Blue, Milky White, and Rain Forest
Green, and Brown are also quarried throughout
this area. As a result of these enormous assets,
there are many factories in and around the cities Ajmer and Udaipur (located in the state of
Rajasthan) that process both marble and granite
into slabs and tiles.
Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited is one
of those companies. With a marble division
located in Udaipur, Rajasthan, and granite division located in Swarnapuri, Salem, Tamil Nadu,
Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited is one of
the more prominent producers in these areas,
serving the world market for over two decades.
The company is also one of the first in India
to import Italian machinery. Its current list of
equipment consists of 2 Pedrini tiling lines, 6
Pedrini block cutters, 6 Gaspari Menotti gang
saws, 2 Breton polishing machines, an automat-

ed resin machine and 3 mono wire saws.
“The company was started in 1989 by
my father-in-law, Ashok Doshi,” explained
Manager of Exports and Owner, Riddhima
Doshi. “He saw great potential in the stone
industry at a time when there were hardly any
factories in India and margins were very high.”
Riddhima Doshi joined the company five
years ago just after marrying her husband and
current President, Madhav Doshi. With an
MBA in Finance from Narsee Monjee Institute
of Management in Mumbai, Riddhima also
takes care of marketing and many aspects of
production planning.
“After Brazilian granite—Indian granite is
the most popular in the world,” she continued.
“India has huge deposits and a large number of
factories to process these stones into a usable
form. These colors are popular throughout the
world because of their beauty, excellent characteristics and a great deal of effort put forth to
bring them to market.”

This high production block saw is shown cutting strips which are then cut into tiles on the company’s
two Pedrini tile lines.

Madhav uses Euro Pallet Packing for tiles. These tiles are waiting at the loading bay ready to be put
into the container. About 528 sq. ft. of standard size tile 24 x 12 is packed in one crate.
At any one time, Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited stores 30-40 colors of marble and granite.
Shown are just a few of the many popular colors of granite the company deals in, including: Kashmir
White, River White, Indian Black, Ruby Red, Imperial White, Vyara Juparana, Rosewood, Gibli and
Ivory Brown.

This monowire saw dresses the uneven blocks into even blocks on 4 sides to prepare them to be cut
in the Gangsaw machines. There are 3 monowires at Madhav Marbles & Granites Limited.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Adding Context to a
Sometimes Difficult Environment
Typically, both small and large open-type
quarries, are owned by several different people
or corporations using modern extraction methods. In open quarries, cutting methods create
benches or stone ledges that are dropped and
then cubed into blocks. Select blocks are then
purchased by factories who then cut the cubed
material into slabs and tiles using sophisticated
state-of-the-art equipment from Italy.
Finished material is then containerized and
trucked over the road to Asia and Europe, or
to the closest port where they are transferred
to ships bound for destinations beyond the sea.
Notably, India’s nine coastal states of Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal
are home to all major ports, serving all continents and countries.
When asked if those quarries are difficult to
deal with Riddhima replied, “Yes, it is very,
very difficult! Most of the quarry owners are
not manufacturers and do not understand the
taste of international buyers. A few of them

have even killed the market for their own products by increasing their prices too much.
“Our personnel travel abroad to meet our
buyers directly. The market for blocks is very
unorganized, so most of our energy goes in
procuring good blocks at the right price. We
have a team of six (block markers) who are
stationed in different areas of India to procure
blocks. They are always on the lookout for the
best quality. As far as defects, there are always
patches, cracks or lines to deal with.
“Fortunately, most of the granite and marble is strong and not too difficult to process.
For slabs that are soft, we reinforce them
using fiberglass mesh. Quarry labor as well as
weather conditions, including at least 3 months
of monsoons, are an ongoing problem, and a
major difficulty in quarrying.
“Being one of the oldest companies in the
industry, we are, however, regularly approached
by quarry owners with samples of new colors.
Based on our experience of various markets,
we decide the maximum price we can pay for
any material.
Continued on page 38
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Continued from page 37

The company flame finishes 1200 square feet of material every day. “We process about 70-80 colors of granite and do all types of finishes including polished, flamed, leather and water-dropped,”
explained Riddhima Doshi. “We export worldwide and our methods of processing and shipment are
similar to Italy.”

Colonial White

Colonial Cream

Colonial Gold

Indian Impala

“We have close relationships with a lot of
quarries, wherein we have the first right of
refusal. We process about 70-80 colors of
granite and do all types of finishes including
polished, flamed, leather and water dropped.
“Besides cutting Indian granite, we also
source and process granite blocks from Norway,
Africa, and Sweden. We export worldwide, and
our methods of processing and shipment are
similar to Italy; the Italians are the pioneers in
stone processing.”

Texas, New York, California, Arizona, New
Orleans and Massachusetts.
“Within Europe we export mainly to
Germany, Austria, UK, Italy, Poland and
Slovenia. Besides these we also export to
South Africa, Russia, Japan and the Middle
East including Libya and Turkey. And we see
new colors being mined every day. I see stone
from India gaining more popularity in the world
stone market due to the reliability and trustworthiness of companies here.”
In conclusion, the benefits of the majestic
colors of India to today’s end consumer are a
combination of price, durability and aesthetics.
Offering testimony to these and other claims
of Indian stone are the countless stone monuments, temples, palaces and forts that continue
to stand the test of time.
These awe-inspiring structures, built by an
ancient Indian civilization using archaic quarry
methods, to this day, continue to evoke great
emotion and wonder from visitors young and
old. Without a doubt, India’s rich tapestry of
stone colors will continue to embellish the finest homes and companies for centuries to come.
For more information about Madhav Marbles
& Granites, LTD, please visit their website at
www.madhavmarbles.com.

Context in a World Market
Largely recognized both past and present
for its cultural and commercial wealth, India’s
share in global exports currently ranks thirteenth among the world, with a large portion
being natural stone. According to the U.S.
Department of Commerce in 2013, India was
ranked third in stone exports to the U.S. with a
sum totaling just over 217,000 tons.
To put this into context, Brazil was ranked
number one with 725,000 tons of stone exports
to the U.S.; while China ranked second with
509,000 total tons. Italy, with 180-tons of
exports to the U.S. was ranked fourth with just
37,000 (less) than India. These are truly impressive numbers, to say the least!
“We are a one-hundred percent export-oriented company and deliver 800-900 containers annually, totaling thirteen million dollars
in sales,” continued Riddhima. “Most of our
exports are to the U.S., mostly to Florida,

Peter J. Marcucci has over 25 years of fabrication experience in the stone industry. Send
your comments to our Contacts page on the
SRG website, www.slipperyrockgazettte.net.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Tight quality control is a must in today’s competitive market, and Madhav Marbles & Granites
Limited takes it very seriously, as seen here during a gloss meter spot check of their Coffee Brown
granite.

Bianco Tifone

Gibli

Imperial Gold

Black Forest

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Fabricator’s Choice
for More Than a Decade!
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“Great quality
for the price.”

“Absolutely the best
for the money!”

– Hershel Margaretten,
Imperial Marble

My boss called me into his office and asked, “Steve, why is the Viper our
best-selling turbo blade year after year?” Thinking quickly, I said, “Sir, I
don’t know but I’ll find out!” After a little checking I realized that not
only has the Viper® Professional Turbo been our
best-selling blade for over a decade—the race isn’t
even close. Braxton-Bragg has the largest selection
of turbo blades in the industry but the Viper® always
wins. Since sales popularity is determined by our
customers, I called several shops and asked them. The
overwhelming response was that the Viper® was the
best value for the money.

– Frank Earls,
Trinity Custom St

one

when they don’t—you can ruin the stone and damage your saw. Consistency
to them means that the blade always does the job and you never have to
worry about it ruining your job, reputation or equipment.
Chip Free
Smooth, chip free cutting was mentioned by several
customers. They stated that blade hop, scratching and
the extra work of repair are not an issue with Viper®
Turbo blades. I also learned that frequently, cheap
blades veer off course and flex too much. Checking
with a blade manufacturer, I was told that this was
usually caused by an inferior core. The lesson seems to
be that saving money on a poor quality blade doesn’t
make sense if you lose time or have to repair the stone.

Excited, I called the boss and shared this news with
him. He responded with, “Steve, value for money is
a good overall evaluation, but it doesn’t tell me the
details. I want to know why!”
Now, I have been in the stone industry for over 10
years, but listening to our customers, I began to learn
some new things about blades.

Viper® Turbo Granite Dry Blade

Consistent
I was told that Viper® was consistent, but this confused me because the
manufacturer is continuously improving the product and upgrading the
manufacturing process. Delving deeper I learned that frequently customers
try cheap blades from China in an attempt to save money. Most customers
have reported that sometimes the blades work, other times they don’t, and

Item # Description

Durable
“Consistently durable” was also a frequent response.
Some blades are fast, some are durable; the Viper® is
consistently both fast and durable. Long life translates to
value. Inconsistent life has been frequently mentioned as
a problem with other, inexpensively-priced turbo blades.
Price

Viper® is not our least expensive turbo blade, nor is it our most expensive

blade. It is our best-selling blade. What seems clear is that many of our customers
believe that it is the best combination of quality and durability available today.

MSRP OUR Price

1020

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 15,000 RPM

$26.95

$17.95

1022

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4-1/2˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 13,300 RPM

$28.95

$18.95

1023

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 5˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes,12,000 RPM

$29.95

$19.95

17453

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 6˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 10,000 RPM

$37.95

$24.95

1024

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 7˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 8,500 RPM

$52.95

$34.95

41349

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 8˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 7,500 RPM

$61.95

$40.95

41350

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 10˝ x 5/8˝, 6,000 RPM

$119.95

$79.95

41351

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 12˝ x 5/8˝, 6,200 RPM

$149.95

$99.95
Steve Bussell recommends
Viper® Turbo Granite Dry Blades

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Turbo Granite Blades

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news

Design Excellence

Made In The USA

•

•

•
•

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same day Shipping.

www.braxton-bragg.com

www.rye-corp.com

•
The Husky Bridge Saw’s controls are easy to use
and you can operate the saw using the control •
panel and the wireless remote at the same time.
Options include an 8˝ touch pad for programming dimensional cuts.

Easy To Use

Made in the USA of durable quality parts and
components, the saw uses common parts for
fast repairs in the event of a breakdown that are
readily available at Grainger or Motion Industries. Never wait for expensive parts from Italy
again. The Husky is ruggedly built and weights
in at 10,000 lbs.

•
•
•

•

•

We Guarantee It!

Machined rail and bridge with overall dimensions of Rye Corp. Warranty: 12 months on Braxton-Bragg “You be the Judge” unmechanical parts 6 months on electrical. conditional 30-day money-back Guaran15´ wide, 13´ deep, 9´ tall
Wireless remote control with 2 speed 3 axis control, Warranty starts from date of delivery. tee: If you are not 100% delighted with
Warranty is for part replacement only; this saw, we will buy it back.
saw motor stop & start and forward cut
labor and travel expenses are not included.
Digital read out
Direct drive AC inverter duty motors for all 3 Axis
Alignment laser for aligning cutting material
Item # Description
Great LOW Price
with blade
14161 Husky Bridge Saw
$49,900
Amp gauge for determining proper cutting speed
14163 Husky Bridge Saw 8” Programing Touch Screen (Optional)
$5,000
MADE IN THE USA
Rotating 6´ x 10´ tilt table with 0, 45, 90, and 135
		
Financing options available.
degree stops and innovative variable degree table
		
F.O.B. Knoxville, TN. Call for a freight and installation quote.
locking system
20 HP, 220 Volt, 3 Phase direct drive motor
can handle up to an 18˝ blade
Easy blade tilt system allows for 45-degree
miter cuts
Water solenoid automatically turns the water on
and off with the spindle motor
Vertical movement of 16˝ with adjustable limit
switches

Key Features

PRSRT-STD

U.S. POSTAGE PAID

Following his Design Philosophy of Simple, Durable, & High Quality, RYE Corp introduces the
Husky Bridge Saw. This saw has been designed
for sawing countertops as well as architectural
stone. An easy blade tilt system allows for 45-degree miter cuts as well.
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KNOXVILLE, TN

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Husky Bridge Saw

Rod York has done it again!
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steel 3 times thicker than the
competition — for long life
and accurate cuts.

The Husky is made with

Don’t Be Fooled By Flimsy Imitations!
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